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From the Mine
Steven H Silver
some of its impact when you just read about the films, but it
also takes a lot less time. And you can always rent, borrow,
stream, or buy the films to experience his virtual film
festival.
One of the areas that I feel I could be stronger in is
appreciation and knowledge of fan artists. I’ve reached out
to Kurt Erichsen, one of my favorite fan cartoonists to
provide a look at some of the unsung fan artists out there
and he has done so, spotlighting the works of Rob Cleary,
Deb Kosiba, and Ray van Tilburg.
Brianna and Frank Wu have been looking at different
artist’s cover art for the same books over the past couple of
issues and, after tackling cover art for Heinlein’s The
Puppet Masters in 2012, they turned their attention to his
novel Starship Troopers for this issue of Argentus.
The 1997 adaptation of David Brin’s novel The Postman
was set in the year 2013, and so I reached out to Mark
Leeper, asking him to revisit the widely reviled film.
And, of course, the Mock Section, in which I invite
reviews of fictional science fiction books written by authors
of the twenties and thirties: Hemingway, Fitzgerald, Joyce,
and Parker.

T

he 2014 issue of Argentus opens up with an article
about Star Wars and the “proper viewing order,”
which was partially inspired by the famed “Machete”
viewing order, but also by Heather Urbanski’s monograph
The Science Fiction Reboot: Canon, Innovation and
Fandom in Refashioned Franchises. After reading the book,
I asked Heather if she would be willing to look at the Star
Wars franchise a little more closely, and from a less
academic perspective. She agreed and “When is a Prequel
Also a Reboot” is the result.
For some time, I’ve thought that readers (and authors)
approach time travel stories differently if they are set in the
past or in the future. I offer up some initial thoughts on the
topic, with a look at how they differ and what the role of the
protagonist is for a story in which the travel goes backward
or forward.
Several years ago, I was in a bookstore when I heard a
father trying to help his young son pick out a science fiction
novel. Clearly the father was unfamiliar with the genre and
he recommended that his son read 20,000 Leagues Under
the Sea, clearly on the basis of it being a title and/or author
of whom the father had heard. While I enjoy Verne, a lot of
his readability depends on the translation, and it certainly
isn’t the book I would have recommended for a ten-yearold. I’ve now asked three people, a reviewer, Paul Kincaid,
a bookseller, Tom Whitmore, and a librarian, Alan Ziebarth,
to provide a look at books they would recommend to people
who are just starting to read science fiction (not necessarily
youngsters). I’ll note that when I was working in a
bookstore in the 1990s, one of the titles I had a lot of
success with when trying to introduce readers to SF was
James Morrow’s Towing Jehovah.
Rich Horton then weighs in with a listing of the most
significant anthologies of the past twenty-five years. His list
not only offers a topic for debate, but also provides a nice
coda for the books recommended by Mssrs. Kincaid,
Whitmore, and Ziebarth.
In March 2012, I took my daughters to Washington,
D.C. and one of the high points was a private tour of the
Library of Congress, provided by Colleen Cahill, who had
helped out with the previous year’s Nebula Award Weekend
and also manages the Library’s SF listserve, of which I’ve
been a member for well over a decade. Colleen mentioned
some of the special collections the library hosts, but we
were unable to work visits to their fanzine collection or their
Dime novel collection into our visit. Colleen, however, has
provided a look at the latter collection.
Returning to the subject of films, Dan Kimmel offers up
a weekend’s film festival of science fiction. Granted, it loses
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When Is a Prequel Also a Reboot?
Heather Urbanski
simultaneously. It was, admittedly, a bit distracting, until I
finally committed myself to documenting this dual viewing
experience and doing something with it. That “something”
became The Science Fiction Reboot: Canon, Innovation and
Fandom in Refashioned Franchises, an academic study of
reboots using a branch of literary theory known as narrative
theory, or narratology.
But wait, you say, Star Wars isn’t a reboot. Episodes IIII are prequels, you say, continuations of the same story,
not a re-imagining.
And, yes, to a certain extent, you would be right. But,
remember that “double vision” I mentioned? From a
narratology perspective, viewers now have two (at least)
ways in which to experience the characters, events, and
world of Star Wars, which means that there are two
“stories” available to us, making the prequels in essence a
narrative reboot.
To explain what I mean, I have to go into just a bit of the
theory (but just a bit, I promise). The key distinction within
the version of narratology I use in Reboot is that which
separates a text from its story from its fabula. Essentially,
this three-part structure distinguishes among the physical,
finite whole of a text (the films, books, television episodes,
etc.), the story that is a set of events arranged in a particular
order, and the fabula, which includes the actual events,
characters, settings, and consequences of all those arranged
in chronological order.
The difference between story and fabula is the critical
one when it comes to my perspective on Star Wars as a
narrative reboot. In addition to the three thought
experiments I used at the beginning, other important
examples of the two different stories from Star Wars include
Obi-Wan telling Luke that Darth Vader killed his father in A
New Hope; Leia hearing Luke in Empire (also Yoda’s line,
“There is another”); Palpatine’s role in The Phantom
Menace; and of course, Vader’s revelation at the end of
Empire. All of these events and/or characters create
different narrative experiences depending on which story
you are encountering.
Within narrative theory, these differences are further
broken down into the concepts of focalization (the point of
view through which the story is told) and sequence (the
actual order in which the events are presented, rather than
the order in which they chronologically occur). As I try to
establish in Reboot, “the release of Episodes I–III changes,
at least potentially, the story level in that viewers can now
experience the story of Anakin Skywalker’s rise, fall, and
redemption in chronological order, or experience the story
of Luke, and to a lesser extent his sister, Leia, as they, and
we, discover their true family history, all while saving the
galaxy.” So, those of us in my generation only had one
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ry this thought experiment for a moment: A small
green creature appears to Luke Skywalker on
Dagobah and says, “Away put your weapon. I mean
you no harm.” You immediately cheer at the return of
Master Yoda and are thrilled to see that he has survived in
hiding for nearly twenty years.
Or this one: The Jawa transport carrying C3PO and
R2D2 pulls up in front of a homestead on Tatooine and you
know, even before you see him, that Luke is about to be
reunited with his destiny.
How about one more? When Queen Amidala, we
believe, asks her handmaiden Padme (the real queen in
disguise) about the designation of the astro droid that just
saved her ship, the letter-number combo R2D2 means
nothing to you.
Hard to imagine these, isn’t it? At least, if you are part
of the same Star Wars fan generation as I am it is difficult to
“see” the six films of the saga from the perspective of their
chronological order, that is Episodes I-VI as a complete
story. But for me, after Revenge of the Sith was released, I
couldn’t watch IV-VI the same way. I had a “double vision”
if you will, watching the narrative from two perspectives,
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after Obi-Wan tells Luke, “You’re going to find that many
of the truths we cling to depend greatly on our own point of
view” in Jedi. Once Obi-Wan begins that story with the
lines, “Anakin was a good friend. When I first knew him,
your father was already a great pilot but I was amazed how
strongly the Force was with him,” we would then flashback
to Episode I right up until the conversation between Yoda
and Obi-Wan about training Anakin.
At that point, we would return to Jedi for Obi-Wan
saying (maybe in a voice-over), “I took it upon myself to
train him as a Jed” and move through the first parts of
Episode II, through to the point where Obi-Wan and Anakin
split. At that point, we’d go back to Jedi, and hear Obi-Wan
say, “I thought I could instruct him as well as Yoda. I was
wrong.” We’d then pick up Episode II with Anakin and
Padme preparing to leave for Naboo and go through the end
of Episode III before returning to Jedi for the rest of the
events.
Such a story made from the available fabula and texts
positions the narrative much more squarely as Luke’s story,
one of discovering his origins and destiny. It doesn’t
surprise me that many fans prefer this version as it keeps
Luke front and center as the focalization character,
mirroring the experiences of so many of my generation.
Of course, though, none of these versions or
interpretations is definitive, nor are any mutually exclusive.
That is what makes Star Wars such an incredible object of
fandom—there are more stories than there are viewers.
As I mentioned above, it can be difficult for fans of my
generation to imagine the Star Wars narrative in any other
order than release—especially for those who report being so
bitterly disappointed with the prequels. And yet, I have
found that working Reboot, using the tools of theory to help
me maintain some distance, has only increased my
appreciation and affection for Lucas’s narrative all the more.
Now onto Episode VII….

option for sequence and focalization: Luke’s story with his
family history “filled in” later. But now that all six episodes
exist (and, for the record, I haven’t considered what the
upcoming Episode VII will do to the narrative), we can
choose to see the narrative as Anakin’s story, told in
chronological order.
And, as an aside, I do cover in Reboot the more familiar,
conventional re-imaginings such as V and Battlestar
Galactica placing them “[o]n the opposite pole of the reboot
continuum [because they] create a completely separate
narrative, making primarily only homages and nods toward
their predecessors, with V representing the most extreme
departure from its previous version. Star Trek, therefore,
falls toward the middle of the continuum in that it occurs
within the same universe but with a different chronology
because of the central time travel plot.”
So, essentially, my argument for treating Star Wars as a
type of reboot comes down to the perspective that in what I
call “release order,” we have more of a political story with
Episodes IV-VI telling a story of the triumph of a small
group of rebels against a dictator and I-III the story of the
fall of democracy to that dictator. But in chronological
order, the fabula is arranged into the classical story of a
hero’s rise, fall, and redemption with the hero being Anakin
Skywalker.
And then we come to what is known in fan circles as the
“machete” version
(http://static.nomachetejuggling.com/machete_order.html),
something I didn’t learn about until after I had already
submitted the manuscript for Reboot. Essentially, this fan
generated “story” begins with Episode IV, moves on to V
before jumping back to I through III and then finishing off
with VI. Narratively speaking, then, this order treats the
prequels as an extended flashback (or retroversion, in theory
terms) for Luke’s story.
To take the machete version to its greatest potential,
then, we could treat the films as a set of scenes, rather than
six self-contained texts, and so we would start the flashback
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Travel to the Past, Travel to the Future
Steven H Silver
Rome.5 Often, however, the ultimate change is less
important to the author than the character’s interaction and
the potential alternate history gets erased by the intervening
years, as in Mark Twain’s A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur’s Court.6 In other cases, the time traveler’s presence
is so minor or remote that it has no influence on historical
events at all as happens to Claire Randall in Diana
Gabaldon’s series.7
In many cases, travel into the past includes an element of
wish fulfillment. Wesley McCulloch in A Rebel in Time are
traveling back to “fix” history by giving the Confederacy
the means to win the American Civil War.8 The characters,
if not the author, is trying to create a society for themselves
and their own time which they perceive as being a better
place to live. A similar situation arises in the television
series Quantum Leap, in which Sam Beckett jumps
throughout his own past in order to put “things right, that
once went wrong,” making the assumption that there is a
correct form of history.
Moorcock’s Behold the Man introduces Karl Glogauer, a
character who desires only to see the Crucifixion, an events
which is so appealing to time travelers that John Kessel
lampooned it as a chronological tourist trap.9 Glogauer has
no intention of changing history, merely witnessing a
notable event. Although he gets caught up in the event,
which does not play out the way he or anyone anticipated,
his participation does not change history as we know it.
Glogauer, as with other time travels, forms a small pocket of
secret (as opposed to alternate) history, allowing the author
to tell his historical tale.
Time travel to provide the basis for an otherwise straight
historical novel is very common, especially among romance
writers, although several genre writers get into the act as
well. Richard Matheson’s Bid Time Return is all about
Richard Collier’s quest for the love of a woman whose
picture he saw and the lengths he would go to in order to
leave his own time and visit hers.10 Collier’s actions never
really influence anything beyond San Diego and, in fact, he

hen people talk about Time Travel in fiction, they
tend not to make a distinction between people
traveling back in time, such as Michael
Moorcock’s “Behold the Man,” 1 and traveling to
the future, such as H.G. Wells’s The Time
Machine,2 however, the direction a person goes in a time
travel story has a major impact on the purpose of the story,
as well as the way the reader parses the story. The
distinction is important and the direction of travel through
time directly impacts not only the story, but the way the
reader processes the story.
When an author writes a time travel story set in the past,
the reader can be assumed to have at least a basic
knowledge of the historical events which form the setting,
whether the story is a straight time travel tale, such as
Danny Dunn, Time Traveler3 or if the story provides a more
alternate history vision of the past, changing something
either intentionally or unintentionally, such as Making
History.4
At its most basic, time travel into the past allows an
author to write a form of historical fiction. The main
character, generally being a contemporary of the authors,
allows for a familiar viewpoint character who not only can
bring modern sensibilities to the proceedings, but can also
serve as a conduit for datadumps. The character not only
knows, at least in broad strokes, what has happened, but
also provides someone to whom the indigenous characters
can explain their society and history without sounding like
they are explaining things about their world that any four
year old would know.
Time travelers to the past often are the catalyst for the
action, traveling in time in order to cause a specific change,
whether it is the ever popular Southern victory in the
American Civil War or the assassination of Adolph Hitler.
The protagonist, therefore sets the story in motion as the
reason for going into the past and the story looks at the way
the protagonist interacts with the historical period. Even if
the protagonist doesn’t mean to interrupt the flow of history,
it is likely to happen due to the ripple effect, with characters
like Martin Padway introducing change to sixth century

W
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finds himself in a chronological loop as his action in
traveling from his own time to 1896 merely deposits him
into a history which had already happened.
When a story is set in the future, the historical aspect of
the story is completely lost. Rather than having the option to
write an alternate history, secret history, or historical novel,
the author is now essentially writing a science fiction novel,
extrapolating any sort of society, technology, and future
history desired for the setting to which the time traveler
takes place. Although this still offers the possibility of a
fish-out-of-water story, what the author really gains is, as
noted above, “someone to whom the indigenous characters
can explain their society and history without sounding like
they are explaining things about their world that any four
year old would know.” The big difference, of course, is that
the character does not come to the situation with any special
knowledge. Their lack of knowledge, however, can be life
threatening.
Wells’s time traveler in The Time Machine is unaware of
the dangers of the Morlocks and must learn about them the
hard way as he builds a relationship based on his own
interpretation, with the Eloi Weena, and tries to recover his
missing time machine. Isaac Asimov’s Joseph Schwartz
suddenly finds himself in the far future in a world where he
has lived beyond the mandatory euthanasia age.11 This lack
of knowledge of the situation in which he finds himself
immediately places Schwartz on the run from the
authorities, not aided by his inability to communicate due to
changes in the language.
Along with Wells, many of the earlier (and even later)
authors who have tackled travel into the future, have done
so on ideological grounds, allowing themselves to explore a
utopian or dystopian world, such as Edward Bellamy did in
Looking Backward.12 Written prior to H. G. Wells’s
invention of the time machine, Bellamy’s Julian West must
rely on the same sort of astral projection that took Richard
Collier to 1896 or, for that matter, John Carter to Barsoom.
Once West arrives in an America on the cusp of the twentyfirst century, Bellamy uses him as the eyes and ears of a
man looking at a socialist utopia and trying to improve the
future even further.
Bellamy’s concept was played for laughs, of a sort in the
first science fictional talkie, Just Imagine.13 In the film,
which is not based on Bellamy’s book, the time traveler,
Single O, has jumped from 1930 to 1980. While Single O,
portrayed by El Brendel, is an annoying viewpoint
characters who offers the contemporary’s view of the world
of the future, the actual vision f the future, which features of
young Maureen O’Sullivan in one of her first roles, is

actually a rather interesting view of the future, if one can get
past the silly song and dance numbers.14
While travelers to the past often go with a set agenda to
change the world, travelers to the future are often there as
sightseers, only becoming involved in the story itself as
either a means of providing insight into the future for the
reader/viewer or because their lack of knowledge about the
future causes them to transgress some unknown rule. For the
author as well as the reader, travel to the future offers
different possibilities and different tropes than travel into
the past.
One of the works to most fully explore the different
types of time travel is actually the Back to the Future
trilogy.15 Back to the Future travels into the past in order to
set right what once went wrong, even if everything was fine
until Marty McFly screwed up his parents’ meet cute. Back
to the Future , Part II travels to the future where Marty is a
visitor allowing us to see the wonder of the world of 2015,
until, of course, Biff Tannen screws it up by traveling back
and making things better for himself. Finally, in Back to the
Future, Part III, the action is set in 1885, allowing the wish
fulfillment (in this case of Robert Zemeckis wanting to
make a Western), and giving Doc Brown a chance to meet
the love of his life, despite Clara Clayton having been born
decades before Doc’s own birth.16
Despite the differences between travel into the past,
whether for alternate historical, wish fulfillment, or sight
seeing purposes, and travel into the future to provide a
common man point of view of a strange society, time travel
stories will continue to be grouped together. The element of
travel through the fourth dimension will override any more
subtle differences regarding the reason for the travel, the
way the reader approaches the work, or authorial intent.
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What SF/F Books Would You Recommend for Non-SF Readers?
Paul Kincaid
noses at the genre suddenly appreciate its literary quality.
And why should we? Do fans of crime fiction or spy fiction
or hospital romances agonize over how to convince nongenre readers of the ineffable worth of their chosen
literature? Science fiction is not diminished by those who
choose not to read it. In fact, throughout the history of the
novel those people we seek to convert have been happily
reading SF novels, they just choose not to see them as
genre. And let’s face it, if Brave New World and 1984 and
Gravity’s Rainbow haven’t converted the unbelievers,
nothing we say here is going to make a blind bit of
difference.
So I’m going to take a different tack in approaching this
question. These are not works I would invariably
recommend to non-SF readers. But, assuming I know
something of their tastes and interests, I might say: if you
like that sort of thing, you’ll find it in this book, and it will
also introduce you to the sorts of ideas you might find in
other science fictions. It is a more oblique and tentative way
of introducing people not to SF, but to science-fictional
ways of reading.
I’ve also set myself another limitation. I happen to think
that H.G. Wells is possibly the most important writer in the
history of science fiction, but I’m not going to ask a modern
reader to dive straight into high Victoriana. Similarly, I
know people who insist that you cannot properly appreciate
contemporary science fiction without a thorough grounding
in the work of Asimov and Heinlein and Clarke and the like,
but nobody should be asked to sit an exam before they’re
allowed to sit down and read a book for pleasure. So there’s
nothing about the classics of the genre or key themes or
anything like that in my list. Instead, I’ve simply picked a
few books from the last ten or twenty years, books liable to
still be readily available today, books that may or may not
be seen as straightforward genre, but which nevertheless
offer a way in for non-genre readers.

T

hroughout my working life, I have never made a
secret of the fact that I read science fiction. Given
that there was usually at least one SF novel sitting on
my desk waiting for a lunch break or a slow few minutes,
how could I? And I have generally found myself working
with other readers, so discussions about books have been
quite common. Yet never has anyone said to me: ‘I don’t
read SF, where should I start?’ It’s a question that, in normal
circumstances, probably never would be asked. Those of us
who do read the stuff are hyper-aware of SF as a genre, as a
set of tropes or devices. But if non-SF readers are
generically aware of SF at all it is likely to be only in the
broadest cinematic terms: Star Wars, Star Trek, the latest
superhero; great fun at the cinema but maybe a bit silly in a
book.
No, people don’t ask where they should start reading SF
(most of us who read SF habitually probably began doing so
in adolescence, or even earlier, and adolescents aren’t going
to come to me for advice about reading). What you do get is
people asking about individual books or authors. ‘I’ve heard
of so-and-so, would I like him?’ ‘I saw the film of that,
would I like the book?’ Knowing the person, knowing what
they do read, the honest answer to those questions in many
cases is going to be ‘No!’.
So asking what SF I would recommend to a non-SF
reader is a hypothetical question at best. It’s a question, in
fact, born of insecurity. We feel ourselves as the literary
poor relation, misunderstood by the mainstream, the
establishment. We feel a missionary zeal to go out and
convince them that they are all wrong. Well it’s not going to
happen. We’re not suddenly going to convert non-SF
readers into rabid fans, or make those who look down their

Say, for example, that you know someone who likes the
character development typical of mainstream fiction, or the
intense social portraiture familiar from the form. If you look
closely, you’ll find a lot of that in science fiction too, but
not always as readily apparent. Sometimes you’ve got to
make your way through all sorts of technological
gobbledegook or baroque worldbuilding before you get to
the novelistic values of the work, and if those novelistic
values are what you are looking for straight away, you
probably don’t have the patience to wade through
everything else to get to it. The most common complaints
we hear about the genre from non-genre readers concern the
use of jargon or funny names or such like, the things we
tend to blindly accept on the way to the meat of the story.
6

science-fictional elements anyway, is that both readers are
used to dealing with a similar complexity of structure.
However, it might be worth pointing to novels like Cloud
Atlas by David Mitchell or Gods Without Men by Hari
Kunzru, because in both instances understanding the
structure of the novel is the key to understanding the plot of
the novel. And again, to go back to that crucial sciencefictional trope, they are both novels that move freely in
time, in which the future opens up the past.
Another structural aspect of science fiction that often
seems to bemuse non-SF readers is what we have taken to
calling the ‘fix-up’. This is an artefact of the genre’s history,
its emergence in its modern form from the magazines,
which has resulted in novels cobbled together from separate
stories or expanded from one or two stories. Such novels
tend to have a different structure from the mainstream,
prismatic, oblique, presenting partial visions rather than a
whole; but, unlike a straightforward short story collection,
there is a whole that the different elements tend towards.
Again we get a sense that in reading science fiction we need
to hold more disparate elements in our memories in order to
grasp the full picture. There are mainstream fix-ups, but
they are rare, so I might, perhaps, point a potential reader
towards something like Communion Town by Sam
Thompson or Hawthorn and Child by Keith Ridgway. The
former takes us into a strange city where curious things
happen, the latter seems like a police procedural set in
contemporary London, but in each case the different stories
that make up the novel all offer radically different
perspectives that upset our understanding of what is going
on.
Actually, thinking of the Ridgway reminds me of
another constituency we should consider. You would
imagine that there is a natural affinity between crime fiction
and science fiction. Both are popular genres that entail
subverting our understanding of what is going on, both are
forms that foreground the plot but in which what is going on
in the background is often more interesting. Indeed, I know
of very many science fiction fans who regularly read crime
fiction; I am considerably less aware of crime fiction fans
who regularly read SF. Many, many science fiction works

So how about a novel with no jargon, with no funny names,
a novel that can be read as a straightforward social novel
entirely set within a familiar milieu: Life After Life by Kate
Atkinson. This is a social novel of England’s upper middle
class that takes its central character and her family from
1910, through the inter-war years, the Blitz, and on into
post-war Britain. This is territory that any mainstream
reader is going to feel comfortable with, the kind of
beautifully drawn characters and vivid social milieu you are
likely to encounter in any number of novels. Except for one
thing: our central character, Ursula, dies in the moment she
is born on a snowy February morning in 1910. Then she
relives the day and survives her birth, only to die in an
accident in childhood; but she relives her life again, and
again, dying in the influenza epidemic of 1918, murdered by
an abusive husband in the 1930s, dying in the Blitz,
suffocated by a faulty gas fire in immediate post-war
London, and so forth. In one life, she kills Hitler before he
comes to power. You don’t have to have any familiarity
with science fiction to understand the notion of
reincarnation, the recurrent time, that constitutes the spine
of this wonderful novel. But if you can accept the games
with time that Atkinson plays here, then the games with
time that are central to so much of science fiction should be
no problem.
In fact, most of the exemplars I want to discuss here
involve time in some way or other. Time is the central
dimension that marks science fiction out from most other
fictions. Practically all fiction involves the passage of time,
inevitably so, but for science fiction time is not just a
progression from past to future, it is a dimension that we can
move along in either direction. Time is what we change, or
visit, or endure, or parallel, and if you’re only used to time
being a chronological journey from A to B, this can be
confusing or off-putting. So another novel I might suggest
would be The Time-Traveler’s Wife by Audrey Niffenegger.
This is not necessarily one of my favourite novels, I found
the romance rather cloyingly sweet, but if your taste in
fiction is for sweet romances then your enjoyment of the
novel is unlikely to be derailed by the shifts in time that
constitute the plot. And after that, other time travel tales are
not going to be quite so unfamiliar.
One of the things that becomes apparent working
through an exercise like this is how many of the more
interesting science fictions are structurally complex. One of
the things we do as science fiction readers is put disparate
elements together to form a whole: bits of clues create an
alien race, a future civilisation, the experience of time
travelling, and so forth. Neither Atkinson’s nor
Niffenegger’s books could be described as postmodern, for
instance, but one of the things you need to do as reader is be
alert to the way the different elements intersect. One of the
reasons I don’t think that readers of postmodern fiction need
much of an introduction to science fiction (or vice versa),
apart from the fact that much postmodern literature includes

use crime as the plot driver (crime fiction is a genre defined
by plot, science fiction isn’t, so science fiction frequently
employs the plot devices of other genres), so it isn’t plot that
stands between the crime reader and SF. In this instance,
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The list, of course, is far from being comprehensive or
complete, and it is subject to continuing change subject to
the changing tastes of the
people involved and what books
are currently available. The
point I am trying to make is that
this is not a matter of trying to
change anyone’s mind about
science fiction, what it is, is an
attempt to introduce some of the
reading protocols that we
employ when we read science
fiction. One of the things that
makes science fiction so
slippery in terms of definition is
that it is not identifiable solely
or even largely in terms of the
tropes and devices we find in
the fiction. There is no
recognisable science-fictional
plot, as there is in, say, crime
fiction; there is no recognisable
science-fictional setting, as
there is in, say, hospital
romances or historical fiction.
There are things we might
expect to see in a science fiction
story: robots, spaceships, aliens,
time machines; but there are acclaimed science fiction
stories that feature none of these elements. Science fiction
is, as much as anything, how we choose to read the work.
Samuel R. Delany has called it a language, and while I don’t
fully agree with him, it is a useful metaphor. A language is
simple enough that infants can learn it, but complex enough
that learning a language in later life becomes increasingly
difficult. When we introduce a non-SF reader to science
fiction we are asking an adult to learn a new language. What
I am suggesting in my list, therefore, is that there may be
works told in a language they mostly understand, but with a
few nuances, a few bits of grammar, that they should be able
to pick up along the way. And by familiarising themselves
with some bit of science-fictional grammar, they might find
subsequent works of SF less off-putting, less
incomprehensible.
They may equally well hate the books I suggest, or
struggle with them. They may go away and read nothing
else that comes close to SF. Fair enough. Reading is
something we do for pleasure, we should not force the issue.

therefore, I might suggest something like The City and the
City by China Miéville, in part because the crime plot is
fully foregrounded and satisfyingly
constructed in its own right, but
mostly because the peculiarity of
the setting is essential to the nature
and the solution of the crime. Here,
therefore, following the plot would
illuminate the importance of the
background, and illustrate the way
the use of background in science
fiction both resembles and differs
from the use of background in
crime fiction.
The other major genre that
shares characteristics with science
fiction is historical fiction. Quite
frankly, anyone who enjoys, say,
Wolf Hall or Bring Up The Bodies
by Hilary Mantel should have no
difficulty with science fiction; the
society portrayed is as vivid and as
alien as anything in SF. But it
doesn’t work like that, largely, I
suspect, because readers of
historical fiction like to think they
are looking through a window into
an actual past: elements may be
fictionalised, but in the main that was what it was like.
Science fiction or fantasy, on the other hand, are just made
up, so you don’t have that solid basis of reality upon which
to rest your suspension of disbelief. I confess, I was tempted
at this point to suggest something like Blackout and All
Clear by Connie Willis, except that they are such dreadfully
dull books, and anyway anyone with a modicum of
knowledge about Britain and the Blitz would rack up a list
of historical inaccuracies far too long for any willing
suspension of disbelief (the sections on the Blitz in Kate
Atkinson’s Life After Life are far better and far more
accurate). Instead, therefore, I will reach a little bit further
into the past and suggest The Prestige by Christopher Priest,
because it can be read straight as an historical novel about
stage magicians at the turn of the twentieth century, in the
details of which it is entirely accurate. Yet it is in the details
that we start to see the suggestions of the fantastic creeping
in, in other words, it is precisely in those aspects of the
novel that are most likely to appeal to a reader of historical
fiction that they will start to discover the intrigues and
fascinations that make it science fictional.
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Starting Someone Out in SF
Tom Whitmore
literary fiction: Le Guin, Atwood, John Crowley, Iain
Banks. The important thing here: listen to what they like,
and keep asking questions. Narrow down to a few specific
authors.
Some people will mention a specific author they like.
It’s easier to find a successful match with these people, if
you know both their favorite author and the field. If you
don’t, it can be tricky. The key is to talk with the person a
bit more, and find out what they like about that writer.
Someone who likes Dorothy Dunnett’s plotting is likely to
love some of the convoluted China Mieville (Perdido Street
Station), where someone who likes her characters and
politics is likely to enjoy Lois McMaster Bujold. Knowing
which of Charles Stross’s Company novels is based on
which mystery series gives an immediate entrée for those
who like the originals.
Sometimes people will say they like a magazine. Those
who like The New Yorker have already been reading Le
Guin and Atwood, and should be pointed at them and some
of the more lyrical Bradbury. Those who like Wired should
be pointed at Cory Doctorow, Neal Stephenson and your
favorite cyberpunks. Those who like Rolling Stone for the
musical reportage should probably try George R. R.
Martin’s The Armageddon Rag, where those who like its
conspiracy theories might seriously enjoy the Illuminatus!
Trilogy of Robert Shea and Robert Anton Wilson. People
who like old-style Jewish tales need to be checking out the
recent short stories of Peter S. Beagle—he’s turned into one
of the very best people writing in that tradition.
If the person you’re talking with is willing to read
YA/children’s books, there’s a whole other essay on how
amazing the world of YA fiction has become. And it’s
worth spending some time finding the gems there. Neil
Gaiman, Charles de Lint and others are good gateway
authors.
Science fiction, as Samuel R. Delany pointed out, has
different reading protocols than standard mimetic fiction or
any other genre. The key to getting people started is to give
them books that have mixed protocols that include
something they already like. Matching the SF book or story
you’d like them to read with what they already read will
increase the chances that they’ll have a good experience and
go on to read more. They’ll pick up the protocols much
more quickly if they have some familiar guideposts.

T

hose of us who love science fiction and fantasy (I’m
using SF to include both) often are struck with an
insane urge to try to get others to read it. Our
proselytizing is not always welcome. However, we
sometimes do meet a person who is genuinely interested in
knowing a bit more about SF, and who is wondering what to
read to get started.
That can be a difficult question to answer. As a long
term bookseller and reviewer, I’ve had to try to answer this
question many times: and here are my secrets about how to
approach the question.
First off, the answer depends entirely on who is asking
the question, and why. A great many people ask it without
having any desire other than to appear to be friendly.
They’re not going to go off and read any books. In the store,
usually these people are accompanying another person who
has gone off and hidden at a favorite author’s spot in the
alphabet, and clearly won’t come out again for an hour. So,
rather than be bored, the person engages in conversation
with the bookseller. Since there are lots of books around,
it’s safe to talk about them. These people can be sorted into
various types by asking a few simple questions. The first is,
“What do you like to read?”
People who don’t read much are usually willing to admit
it. Trying to find SF they will like to read is not a good use
of either your time or theirs. Instead, move off into talking
about a neutral topic, like politics, sports or religion.
Some people will know that they like to read a particular
genre of book. If they love mysteries, there are any number
of cross-over authors and titles to point to. There are almost
as many types of mystery as there are of SF, and it’s worth
remembering that someone who likes cozies (try Nancy
Atherton’s Aunt Dimity stories on them—total cozies with a
ghost and fannish sensibilities) will not enjoy the same
books as someone who likes noir (with sex: the early
Laurell K. Hamilton; without much sex, Richard Kadrey’s
Sandman Slim stories). For series detective fans, Jim
Butcher is often good. Similarly for romance: lots of overlap
here, with a whole subgenre of supernatural romances
burning up the shelves. Those who like history/historicals:
Turtledove’s alternate history is a good entry point. For
those who like bestsellers, Dean Koontz and Stephen King
have some great bits to get folks started. For those who like
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Recommendations for New SF Readers
Alan Ziebarth

O

ne of the more common reader’s advisory questions
a librarian might receive would be one from a patron
who wants to read in a genre that they are unfamiliar
with. With this type of question science fiction is the more
challenging genre. Other genres like mystery and romance
may have a large number of sub-genres, just like science
fiction. But the core of those genres is mostly the same
across all sub-genres. A reader of cozy mysteries would have
no trouble understanding a hard-boiled PI title. Likewise a
new romance reader would have no trouble transitioning
from Regency to a modern romance.
But science fiction is much different. It is a much more
varied genre with an ever growing number of sub-genres.
Stories can range in complexity from a Perry Rhodan title to
Greg Egan’s Schild’s Ladder, with every combination inbetween. Science fiction can also be seen as one big metanovel, continually building upon itself with new clichés,
jargon, neologisms and detailed glossaries, which can totally
bewilder a new reader whose only knowledge of science
fiction comes from Star Wars and similar big-budget
movies.
For a number of years I was a member of the committee
that chose the winners for the American Library
Association’s The Reading List, an annual award for a
number of genres, including science fiction. This award is
not exactly a best of the year award. It is an award for titles a
new reader for a particular genre might enjoy. The members
of this committee were all very knowledgeable about many
genres, but a number of them found science fiction difficult.
For the awards first year the committee went back and forth
between two titles for the science fiction award. We ended
up giving the award to the title that was easier to understand,
although both titles equally deserved to win. As the
committee members became more comfortable with science
fiction the author whose book was deemed too difficult the
first year won the award a few years later.
Before suggesting a book the librarian would ask the
patron a few questions to help narrow the choices that would
be recommended. You could ask what kinds of books
(fiction and non-fiction) the patron likes to read, making
particular notice if the patron has any interest in science.
And since most general readers’ knowledge of science
fiction comes from movies, television and gaming you could
also ask them what kind of SF media they enjoy the most.
And it’s very important to know that while being
knowledgeable in the genre is certainly helpful a librarian
has to be sure to select titles he thinks the patron may want
to read not the titles the librarian thinks the patron should
read.
There are also a few sad truths in picking out an
appropriate science fiction title for a new science fiction
reader. Most science fiction readers would be tempted to

suggest the classics which we’ve all read. But patrons
generally want something new. And unfortunately many of
the titles we would call canon many new SF readers would
find woefully out of date in its plotting, characterization and
style of writing. In future visits a librarian would, of course,
suggest titles and new sub-genres for a patron so that they
could broaden their appreciation and enjoyment of the genre
In compiling these suggestions I’ve also kept in mind
that it should contain titles that a public library might have or
titles that could easily be acquired through interlibrary loan
from a nearby library of library system. (With the growing
number of titles accessible in digital form many books long
or even recently out of date will hopefully in the future be
available at public libraries.)
I have also added some readalikes for each title.

Richard Morgan Altered Carbon
In a future where you can have your mind stored and
“resleeved” into another body, mercenary Takeshi Kovacs is
hired to find out who murdered his recently resurrected
client. This noirish cyberpunk novel moves at a breakneck
speed and could also be popular with a patron who also
enjoys a good thriller with a high body count.
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Readalikes: Paul McAuley, Fairyland; Richard Paul,
Destroying Angel

Kim Stanley Robinson Red Mars
This novel, and the two that followed, is probably the
best depiction of space exploration and terraforming ever
written. Robinson successfully intertwines the scientific,
political, and psychological facets of this century’s long
project of remaking Mars for human habitation. The addition
of longevity drugs which allows some characters to appear
throughout the series may attract readers who enjoy large
generational sagas in other genres, particularly historical
novels.
Readalikes: Ben Bova, Mars; Greg Bear, Moving Mars

Mary Doria Russell The Sparrow
I’ve tried to include on this list only books that were
marketed as science fiction but I’ve made a notable
exception with The Sparrow, especially since this book won
the Arthur C Clarke Award, the BSFA Award, and the James
Tiptree Jr. Award. In the novel a Jesuit led expedition travel
to an alien world where they seemingly make a successful
first contact, only to find out that they’ve misjudged
everything bringing about disastrous results. This was the
only science fiction book that I had a real success with in the
book club discussions I’ve held. But it didn’t hurt that my
branch was in a predominantly Roman Catholic
neighborhood and that I plugged the novel in my best
Muppet voice announcing, “Jesuits in Spaaaaaaace!.”
Readalikes: Donald Kingsbury, Courtship Rite; Michael
Flynn, The January Dancer

Octavia Butler The Parable of the Sower
Written in diary form Butler weaves the story of Lauren
Olamina, an 18 year old young woman who suffers from
hyperempathy syndrome by which she feels the pain that she
sees. She lives in a period of worldwide collapse where
semi-protected villages struggle to survive. Lauren’s
Southern California enclave is destroyed a drug-crazed cult.
Through her humanistic religion Earthseed, whose basic
tenet is “God is Change”, she and a growing entourage travel
to Northern California to seek refuge from the unprotected
American countryside. This is a wonderfully written novel
that is an excellent introduction to dystopian science fiction
stories.
Readalikes: Margaret Atwood, Oryx and Crake; Paolo
Baciglupi, The Windup Girl

Kathleen Ann Goonan In War Times
Sam Dance, an Army electrical engineer is approached
the day before Pearl Harbor by a mysterious Hungarian
scientist. She gives him plans for a device that will
manipulate time and not only end the war but perhaps even
mankind’s propensity for war. The next day Sam’s brother is
killed at Pearl Harbor motivating Sam to build the machine
and change history and save his brother’s life. Goonan used
her father’s diaries for this book; he too was an electrical
engineer during WWII. This gives the book an easy going
verisimilitude not bogged down with needless details that
many authors overuse to show that they did their research.
Jazz is also a main focus of the book which may also attract
some readers
Readalikes: Philip K Dick, The Man in the High Castle;
Connie Willis, Blackout and All Clear

Librarians love lists. Here are more titles I think would
be appropriate suggestions for a new SF reader
Isaac Asimov: I, Robot
Stephen Baxter: Flood
Ray Bradbury: The Illustrated Man
Michael Chabon: The Yiddish Policeman’s Union
Arthur C. Clarke: Childhood’s End
James S. A. Correy: Leviathan Wakes
Philip José Farmer: To Your Scattered Bodies Go
William Gibson: Neuromancer
Robert A. Heinlein: The Moon is a Harsh Mistress
Ian McDonald: Dervish House
Audrey Niffenegger: The Time Traveler’s Wife
Neal Stephenson: Snow Crash
Harry Turtledove: The Guns of the South
David Weber: On Basilisk Station
Robert Charles Wilson: Spin

John Scalzi Old Man’s War
There have been many SF novels that unquestionably
have followed in the footsteps of Robert Heinlein, especially
his Starship Troopers. Like Starship Troopers, Old Man’s
War involves recruitment for an interplanetary war. This
time the elderly can have their minds transplanted into
genetically improved super soldiers. Scalzi has updated
some of SF’s classic and perhaps shopworn tropes for a
modern audience, adding a few twists of his own and
producing a very readable military SF novel that would be a
very good choice for a beginning SF reader.
Readalikes: Robert Heinlein, Starship Troopers; Joe
Haldeman, The Forever War
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Eleven Significant Anthologies of the Past Quarter Century
Rich Horton

T

he history of the SF field is to some degree marked
by the appearance of significant reprint anthologies
that helped define the field’s past, as with Adventures
in Time and Space, edited by Raymond J. Healy and J.
Francis McComas (1946, and later given even more
authority as a “Modern Library” edition called Famous
Science Fiction); and Anthony Boucher’s Treasury of Great
Science Fiction (1959). It’s also marked by significant
original anthologies that helped create the field’s future, such
as Harlan Ellison’s Dangerous Visions (1967) and Again,
Dangerous Visions (1972); or perhaps the opening salvos in
great original anthology series, such Frederik Pohl’s Star
Science Fiction Stories (1953) or Damon Knight’s Orbit
(1966).
What then are the most significant (not necessarily the
“best”) anthologies of the past quarter-century? Here’s a list
of ten—no, eleven!—candidates, in chronological order:

Ursula K. LeGuin and Brian Attebery, The Norton Book
of Science Fiction (1993)
This doorstop is overtly an attempt to follow in the
footsteps of Adventures in Time and Space, by bringing great
SF (from 1960 through 1990) to the attention of a wider,
more mainstream audience—and giving it an imprimatur of
respectability (much like the Modern Library edition of
Adventures…) with the “Norton Book” label. The editors
(with the assistance of consultant Karen Joy Fowler) really
don’t miss a step, including such essential stories as the
already mentioned “Rat,” “Speech Sounds,” and “Out of All
Them Bright Stars” as well as Frederik Pohl’s seminal “Day
Million,” Tiptree’s “The Women Men Don’t See,” and
Cordwainer Smith’s “Alpha Ralpha Boulevard”; and also
including some more obscure but entirely worthwhile works
like “The Warlord of Saturn’s Moons,” by Eleanor Arnason
and “The Brains of Rats,” by Michael Blumlein. This wasn’t
the only attempt at such a doorstop book in the ‘90: just a
year previously Tom Shippey’s Oxford Book of Science
Fiction Stories had appeared, but this one seems the more
important.

Ellen Datlow, Alien Sex (1990)
Sex, so the story goes (and the story isn’t that far from
the truth) became part of SF with the 1952 publication of
Philip Jose Farmer’s novella “The Lovers.” And by 1990 it
was of course expected that writers in the field would treat it
with frankness and intelligence. But it still seemed to me at
the time that Datlow’s book, roughly a 50/50 mix of
originals and reprints, was greeted with a slight gasp.
Anyway, it is a first rate selection, with such essential
reprints as Leigh Kennedy’s “Her Furry Face” and James
Tiptree, Jr.’s “And I Awoke and Found Me Here on the Cold
Hill’s Side,” and such fine new work as Geoff Ryman’s
“Omnisexual.” Datlow followed up in 1996 with a similarly
themed collection, Off Limits.

David Hartwell and Kathryn Cramer, The Ascent of
Wonder (1994)
The ‘90s were, I suppose, an era of doorstop survey
anthologies. Hartwell and Cramer here attempted to portray
the specific subgenre of Hard (or, roughly speaking,
scientifically rigorous) Science Fiction with this roughly
1000 page anthology. They open with long essays, one by
Gregory Benford (of course a key Hard SF figure, not only
as a writer of the stuff but as a true-quill physicist), and one
each by the editors; then they present 66 stories (as many as
books in the Protestant Bible: coincidence?), including 19th
century pieces by Hawthorne and Verne, and also stories
from the pre-Modern Science Fiction pulps of the ‘30 (by
John W. Campbell himself in one case). The stories are
mostly excellent (a few clunkers), but in a way the book is
more important for the arguments it suggests about the
nature of Hard Science Fiction and indeed Science Fiction
itself.

Orson Scott Card, Future on Fire (1991)/Future on Ice
(1998)
These books were an attempt by Card to summarize the
‘80s in SF, and I think they do an excellent job of it. I’m not
sure what happened to delay the second volume (which was
apparently put together at the same time as the first) for 7
years, but in a way that makes it seem to have more
perspective. There aren’t any clunkers in the books, and
there are some truly lasting pieces: from Future on Fire I’d
single out James Patrick Kelly’s “Rat,” Bruce Sterling’s
“Green Days in Brunei,” Pat Murphy’s “Rachel in Love,”
and Pat Cadigan’s “Pretty Boy Crossover”; and from Future
on Ice I’d mention Nancy Kress’s “Out of All Them Bright
Stars” (one of my choices for Best SF Short Story of all
time), Greg Bear’s “Blood Music,” Octavia Butler’s “Speech
Sounds,” John Kessel’s “The Pure Product,” and John
Crowley’s “Snow.”

Pamela Sargent, Women of Wonder:The Classic
Years/Women of Wonder: The Contemporary Years (1995)
Here is a pair of anthologies celebrating the contributions
of women writers to the SF/Fantasy field. Sargent had edited
three exceptional anthologies in the ‘70s, called Women of
Wonder, More Women of Wonder, and The New Women of
Wonder, each quite a marvelous selection of brilliant work.
These 1995 books do pretty much the same thing, the first
book featuring stories from the ‘40s through the ‘70s, the
second from the late ‘70 through the early ‘90s, and each
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book is outstanding. Among the top stories are “The Thaw”
by Tanith Lee, “Game Night at the Fox and Goose” by
Karen Joy Fowler, “Bloodchild” by Octavia Butler, “Short in
the Chest” by “Idris Seabright” (Margaret St. Clair), “When
I Was Miss Dow” by Sonya Dorman, and the incomparable
“Nobody’s Home” by Joanna Russ.

really an incredibly rich representation of the best Science
Fiction (no Fantasy) of a two decade period. Among the very
best of the best of the best, in my view, are Ted Chiang’s
“Story of Your Life”and Greg Egan’s “Wang’s Carpets,” but
you really can’t go wrong anywhere here.
Gardner Dozois and Jonathan Strahan, The New Space
Opera (2007)
Depending on who you ask or how you definite it, the
“new” Space Opera began as early as 1968 with Samuel R.
Delany’s Nova, or 1974 with M. John Harrison’s The
Centauri Device, and certainly no later than such late
‘80s/early ‘90s British writers as Colin Greenland and Iain
M. Banks. So in a sense this anthology is slightly late to the
party, but as a source of brand new short fiction in the Space
Opera mode, it’s a doozy. There’s a lot of great stuff here—
my favorites include “Who’s Afraid of Wolf 359?” by Ken
MacLeod, “Art of War,” by Nancy Kress, “Saving Tiamaat,”
by Gwyneth Jones, and “The Emperor and the Maula,” by
Robert Silverberg (a great way to show a guy who did his
fair share of “old” Space Opera at the start of his career
producing even better stuff toward the end of his career).
The editors did a second volume of comparable quality in
2009.

Jeff VanderMeer and Forrest Aguirre, Leviathan Three
(2002)
Around the turn of the millennium a passel of minimovements or non-movements sprung up on the general
theme of variants of fantastical fiction that were not terribly
concerned with traditional genre boundaries. Stories of this
sort were sometimes called slipstream, sometimes
interstitial, sometimes New Weird, sometimes surreal. Often
enough the use of any label at all was vociferously resisted.
Jeff VanderMeer’s Leviathan anthologies could be placed in
these categories—surreal might be the best choice. This third
and largest volume is probably the most important, and
besides featuring a lot of intriguing and indeed surreal
fiction, it also prominently featured some fine fantastic
fiction in translation. There is a whole book’s worth of
linked stories by the excellent Serbian writer Zoran Živković
(“The Library”), as well as stories by Remy de Gourmont,
Eugene Dubnov, and Théophile Gautier. There’s plenty of
great stuff in English as well, notably “The Fool’s Tale” by
L. Timmel Duchamp and “The Weight of Words,” by Jeffrey
Ford.

Lavie Tidhar, The Apex Book of World SF (2009)
As I’ve said in a number of places recently, one of the
most notable recent developments inside the Anglophone
dominated SF genre is a greater realization of how much
excellent work is being done outside of the US, Canada, the
UK, and Australia. Two writers, both with heritages in other
parts of the world, but both well established in the English
language bastions of the genre, have done yeoman work in
bringing neat non-English SF to our attention. These are Ken
Liu and Lavie Tidhar. Tidhar has published two anthologies
with Apex, this one and a sequel in 2012. Great stories here
include “L’Aquilone du Estrellas,” by Philippine writer
Dean Francis Alfar, “The Lost Xuyan Bride,” by FrenchVietnamese writer Aliette de Bodard, and “An Evening in
the City Coffeehouse, with Lydia on My Mind,” by Croatian
writer Aleksandar Žiljak.

Peter Straub and Bradford Morrow, Conjunctions 39:
The New Wave Fabulists (2002)
The historical “divide” between the main stream of
literature and genre fiction is, it seems, less and and less
important these days (and a good thing that). Fantastical
fiction is much more easy to find in literary markets, as
signaled by the 2012 special Science Fiction issue of the
New Yorker, by numerous stories in such places as Tin
House, and by Michael Chabon’s early 21st century
anthologies from McSweeney’s. But the first big collection
of original stories of a fantastical nature from a literary
market to make a big splash was this anthology—also an
issue of Conjunctions, a literary magazine produced at Bard
College. Conjunctions, it should be noted, continues to be
hospitable to the fantastic. But this set of stories is special,
especially for Kelly Link’s “Lull,” Elizabeth Hand’s “The
Least Trumps,” and John Crowley’s thoroughly amazing
“The Girlhood of Shakespeare’s Heroines.” There are good
stories as well from Neil Gaiman, Gene Wolfe, Karen Joy
Fowler, M. John Harrison, Nalo Hopkinson, and a host
more, as well as essays from Gary K. Wolfe and John Clute.

Neil Gaiman and Al Sarrantonio, Stories (2010)
One of the welcome trends of recent years is anthologies
of good fun tales regardless of genre. Gardner Dozois and
George R. R. Martin have done a few of those, for example
Warriors (2010), Songs of Love and Darkness (2012), and
Dangerous Women (2013). But the book to make its point
most overtly—that what matters in the story not the genre—
is this exceptional collection. Both editors contribute
excellent stories of their own (Gaiman’s “The Truth is a
Cave in the Black Mountains,” Sarrantonio’s “The Cult of
the Nose”), and I also very much liked “Blood” by Roddy
Doyle, and “The Maiden Flight of the Bellerophon,” by
Elizabeth Hand.

Gardner Dozois, The Best of the Best (2005)
Even as the editor of a rival book, I cheerfully
acknowledge the preeminent position of Gardner Dozois’
Year’s Best Science Fiction series. And this book, including
36 stories taken from the first 20 years of Dozois’s books, is
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digging in the Copyright storage, the New York Public
Library had accepted a small collection of dime novels. The
interest in these works was definitely growing.
Parma also broke new ground in other areas during his
tenure as curator. He began collecting children’s books and
arranged them chronologically to show the changing styles
in juvenile literature. For this work, he was had several
supporters and this collection gained him praise in such
publications as The Horn Book and Library Journal. But the
dime novels were not looked on with such favor and it was
not until many years after his departure from the Library
under a cloud17 that Parma’s work was recognized for the
value it has brought to the Library’s collections.
There are several other collections in the Library’s Rare
Book and Special Collections Division, including the Pulp
Fiction Collection, the Big Little Book Collection and the
Dell Paperback Collection, that might have not been placed
in the Library if not for the groundbreaking inspiration of
Parma’s Dime Novel Collection.
Anyone 16 and older with a photo ID is welcome to get a
reader’s card at the Library of Congress. This includes being
able to look at titles from the various collections mentioned
above. There are also many other collections, large and
small, of dime novels throughout the United States, so head
to adventure (and a library) to discover why Parma is a man
who saved something delightful for all of us.

Dime Novels in the Library of
Congress
Colleen R. Cahill

B

efore there were e-zines and e-books, before
magazines and TV, even before pulps and radio there
were dime novels. Beginning in 1860, these
inexpensive publications brought all the joys of genre
fiction, from mysteries to romance to westerns and of course,
fantasy and science fiction. Not surprisingly, the science
fiction was mostly inspired by Jules Verne’s works, with
such titles as “Lost in a Comet’s Tail, or, Frank Reade, Jr.’s
Strange Adventure with his New Air-Ship.” Since dime
novels were serialized works written for the a readership
who wanted some excitement and adventure in their stories,
it is not surprising that they were criticized in their day for
being sensational and trashy, a cry we hear about science
fiction even today.
What might be surprising is that the august institution of
the Library of Congress has one of the largest collections of
dime novels in the United States, with over 40,000 titles in
its holdings. It is an amazing story of courage of how this
collection was formed; one which might even appear in a
dime novel.
Originally, the Library of Congress did not have a
separate space for rare materials; those works deemed
valuable were shelved in the Librarian of Congress’ office.
By the 1920’s, the “office collection” had grown to around
25,000 volumes and there were issues with not only space,
but security and serving these books to the patrons, so a new
location was sought. In 1927, a cramped and fairly utilitarian
space was found, but it served the purpose and a curator was
appointed to the collection. When V. Valta Parma took on
the stewardship of the Rare Book Reading Room, he
certainly came with a unique style. Not only was his name
unusual, but his everyday dress was a flowing tie with “Peter
Pan” collar, elevator shoes and a wide-brimmed velvet hat
crushed flat on one side. As on biographer states “his clothes
reminded one vaguely of…Richard Wagner.” What shocked
the Library staff the most, however, was Parma’s selection
of materials to add to the Rare Book collections: ignoring
rare editions of Virgil and Plutarch, he gathered titles like
The Manic Bride: or The Dead Secret of Hollow Ash Hall
and Electro Pete, Man of Fire. Parma was raiding the dime
novels from the storage areas of the Copyright Office, where
these “yellowbacks” had been ignored by other selection
officers for decades.
From our view point, Parma was rescuing a treasure that
would have been lost as the conditions of the Copyright
storage area were poor to say the least. While this was
pioneer work at the Library of Congress, there were already
other researchers showing interest in these seemingly
common pieces. In 1929, a seminal work by Edmund
Pearson on Dime Novels: or Following the Old Trail in
Popular Literature was released. Before Parma began his

References and further reading:
Pioneers, passionate ladies, and private eyes : dime
novels, series books, and paperbacks / Larry E. Sullivan,
Lydia Cushman Schurman, editors. New York : Haworth
Press, c1996.
Science Fiction Dime Novels—
http://dimebots.omeka.net/
Dime Novel History / By J. Randolph Cox—
http://www.dimenovelcastle.com/dime-novel-history/
Dime Novel Round-Up—
http://www.readseries.com/dnru.html
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But that is another story

welcome Earth into galactic civilization in peace but will
destroy us if we can’t end our warlike ways. This is SF as
mainstream entertainment. The cast included Michael
Rennie, Patricia O’Neal, and Sam Jaffe, the director was
Robert Wise (who would go on to do West Side Story and
The Sound of Music as well as Star Trek: The Motion
Picture), and the music was by the legendary Bernard
Herrmann (Citizen Kane, Psycho) who would make use of
what would soon become an SF mainstay, the theremin.
I would follow that up with the original version of The
Thing (1951), based on the story “Who Goes There?” by
John W. Campbell. Sure, the 1982 remake by John
Carpenter is arguably closer to
Campbell’s paranoid story of a
shape shifting alien, but the fact
that Day and Thing both came
out in 1951 is a fascinating
reflection of the fears and
concerns of the time. In Day
authority figures are suspicious
and not to be trusted, and it’s
the Einstein-like scientist
played by Jaffe and the
widowed mom played by
O’Neal who are more in tune
with the peaceful message
brought from space. In “The
Thing,” it is the military and the
chain of command that is
important, and the scientist who
thinks he can reason with the
carrot from space who is the
danger. The two movies are, in
effect, having a debate which
becomes obvious when shown
back to back.
Having started with two
classics from the 1950s I’d shift
gears with two more
contemporary movies that show
how cinema’s film noir has
impacted the science fiction
movie. Blade Runner (1982) is significant both for opening
the door to a whole spate of film adaptations of Philip K.
Dick stories—if only he had lived to see them—but also in
terms of the future world it depicts. William Gibson
famously left a theater showing Blade Runner because he
was in the midst of writing Neuromancer and didn’t want to
be influenced by a competing cyberpunk vision. The design
of Blade Runner would impact many other films, but
thematically the ideal follow up would be Dark City(1998)
where a noirish urban landscape is the setting for a story of
characters who find they are not in control of their own
destinies and that nothing may be real.
At this point let’s have some fun by using a young
person’s point of view. William Cameron Menzies did a

Movie Marathon
by Daniel M. Kimmel

I

n February 1976 the Orson Welles Cinema in
Cambridge, Massachusetts launched a twenty-four hour
science fiction movie marathon to be held Sunday Noon
to Monday Noon of the President’s Day weekend. The idea
was to piggy-back on Boskone, a Boston regional
convention held that weekend that would eventually be
called “the Winter Worldcon” until things spun out of
control in the late ‘80s and the con was scaled back.
I first learned of the
marathon the week before
the 1978 event, having
arrived in Boston the
previous fall. I decided I
needed more than seven
days to wrap my mind
around a science fiction
movie marathon, and would
wait until the following year
to attend my first one. In
February of 2014 the 39th
annual marathon will be
held at the Somerville
Theatre in Somerville,
Massachusetts. It will be my
33rd event which means,
along with a number of
other veterans, I will have
spent more than a month
sitting in a theater watching
SF movies. Thus when
Steven Silver asked me to
program a hypothetical 48
hour marathon for Argentus,
my chief concern was that it
was too long. I did survive
the 36 hour event
celebrating the marathon’s
tenth anniversary and in
spite the champagne we were served at the end, my feeling
was that twenty-four hours is more than enough.
So for this essay I’m assuming people will come and go,
and not sit there like Alex in A Clockwork Orange, strapped
into a seat with their eyes forced open. Given that freedom,
I’m not going to worry about hitting the 48 hour mark
exactly—people need breaks between the films—nor am I
going to program it like college courses I have taught on SF
films. Yes, there are many classics here, but this is supposed
to be fun, not a tutorial.
Let’s begin with The Day the Earth Stood Still (1951).
Although Destination Moon has come out the year before, in
many ways Day is the real start of the SF movie boom of the
1950s. It offers a profound message: aliens are ready to
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the amazing Robby the Robot. Then, for those who were
actually surprised by some of the plot twists in Star Trek Into
Darkness—and altogether entertaining film—it’s important
to show Star Trek 2: The Wrath of Khan (1982) to see where
the story came from. There really was no reason for Spock to
shout, “Khan!” except that it had been done before by
someone else.
Let’s wrap up the first half of our marathon with two
robot sagas. There are many to choose from, but Westworld
(1973) is a prime example of Michael Crichton, who wrote
and directed. Here he’s already earning his reputation as the
anti-Arthur C. Clarke. Where Clarke put his faith in reason
and science, Crichton seemed convinced that technology will
be the death of us. His fantasy amusement park where the
robots—such as the gunslinger played by Yul Brynner—get
out of control is emblematic of his Luddite sensibility. There
are more problematic robots in Robocop (1987) where
Detroit has turned into a lawless dystopia and heartless
corporate types have picked up the contract to bring order
out of chaos. If that means a barely conscious cop is turned
into a cyborg against his will, so be it.
To keep things interesting we’ll also be running all
thirteen chapters of the 1936 serial Flash Gordon, one
episode popping up every so often until we’ve run through
the whole thing. The entire serial—uncut—runs four hours
so you wouldn’t want to see them back to back, especially
since it would be obvious how they cheat to get out of the
cliffhanger endings. However with few exceptions there
wasn’t a lot of science fiction on screen in the 1930s,
especially from Hollywood. This provides a taste of the era.
Well into our second twenty-four hours now, it’s time to
disturb your sleep with a pair of thrillers that will keep you
awake. Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956) is about a
small California town that learns that it is being taken over
by pods from space. The pod people replace the real people
and eliminate love and ambition and all those other messy
things that make human life so complicated. Is it a metaphor
for the Red Scare and, if so, are the pods the Communists or
the anti-Communists? Perhaps, as director Don Siegel
argued, it’s really about letting other people do your thinking
for you. That’s also what happens in Colossus: The Forbin
Project (1970) where a supercomputer has been tasked with
America’s defense. It can’t be stopped or taken down…and
then it discovers the Russians have set up a similar
computer. It is a movie that doesn’t go where you expect it
to nor does it end the way it would if it were made today. A
remake is in the works. Be afraid. Be very afraid.

visually stylish thriller with Invaders from Mars (1953)
where a young boy learns that Martians have landed and
taken over everyone including his parents and teachers and
the police. If that’s too scary, we follow it up with the
animated The Iron Giant (1999), where a young boy and a
giant robot join forces against grown up paranoia. Director
Brad Bird would go on to join Pixar and do The Incredibles
and Ratatouille.
Now let’s give people an opportunity to either head out
for dinner or order in, since the show must go on. Any SF
marathon of this magnitude must include at least one silent
film. Metropolis is an obvious and most worthy choice, and
I’ve seen various cuts of it over the years including the
masterful 2010 restoration, but I’ve decided to book director
Fritz Lang’s OTHER silent science fiction movie, the lesser
known Frau im Mond (Woman in the Moon) which
premiered in 1929. There are numerous cuts of the film
which also varies in running time depending on whether it is
projected at sound speed or—more properly—at the slower
silent speed, but I’ll assume it runs two and a half hours. The
movie is about the first flight to the moon and has much that
is fanciful, but also includes a young stowaway who has
learned all about space travel from comic books. Most
notably, it is the movie that invented the countdown. When
the rocket is ready to blast off there is the all too familiar
countdown to zero. What viewers may not realize is that this
is the first time such a thing was done in association with a
missile launch. Three decades later astronomer Willy Ley,
who was a consultant on the film, asked director Lang for
the countdown’s origins, thinking the Germans had used it in
firing weapons in World War I. It turned out to have been
made up by Lang for dramatic purposes.
We now present a line-up of three science fiction
comedies. Woody Allen’s Sleeper (1973) is his only
sustained venture into science fiction. He ran the script by
Isaac Asimov—whom he hoped to sign on as advisor—and
Asimov told him not to change a thing. It’s the movie that
gave us the “Orgasmatron” and an attempt to bring a
deceased tyrant back to life by cloning his nose. This will be
followed by the 1953 curio The Twonky, based on a story by
Henry Kuttner, in which a college professor played by Hans
Conried discovers that the new addition to his home—a
television set—has a mind of its own. We’ll finish this
section with Happy Accidents (2001), a little seen romantic
comedy with Marisa Tomei and Vincent D’Onofrio. She’s a
thirty something who has gone through a number of bad
relationships when she meets this really funny, cool guy.
Okay, he’s a bit strange, but then announces he’s from the
future. Is he crazy or has he really travelled the centuries to
meet her?
With the success of the Star Trek reboots it’s appropriate
to offer a double feature of movies that are precursors to
current movies. Forbidden Planet (1956) is one of the
greatest SF film of the 1950s. Loosely inspired by
Shakespeare’s The Tempest, it is space opera on a grand
scale complete with a lost civilization, advanced science, and
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in the ‘50s, but this is the one worth seeing. As a
counterpoint Neil Blomkamp’s brilliant District 9 (2009)
features large than life bugs—or prawns—of a different sort.
They’re refugee aliens living in shanties in South Africa in
this acidly satiric take about apartheid.
Finally two movies will speed us to the finish line. Death
Race 2000 (1975) is a set in what was then a future world
where auto racers David Carradine and Sylvester Stallone,
among others, score extra points for pedestrian casualties.
Although we’ve allowed for bathroom breaks and
announcements during our marathon we have time for one
more movie, and we conclude with Idiocracy (2006) another
future dystopia where the idiots have taken over the world
and a 21st century man who had been cryogenically frozen is
put in charge because he is, de facto, the smartest man on the
planet. While the inhabitants aren’t so deranged as to sit
through 48 hours of science fiction movies at one go, they
have been watering their crops with sports drinks and are
desperately in need of help.
If you’ve tried to watch these movies in one sitting, you
may be in need of some help yourself. Fortunately outside of
the pages of Argentus there’s no reason you can’t watch
them at your own pace.

This brings us to the movie that actually used those last
two sentences to advertise itself, The Fly. The 1986 remake
by David Cronenberg is a masterpiece, albeit a very gooey
and icky one. However instead of the nonsense of putting a
giant fly head on a human body—where did all that extra
mass come from?—it had the human scientist (Jeff
Goldblum) and the housefly combine at the genetic level.
It’s a chilling film that also says a lot about easily we screw
up our personal relationships. While we’re obsessing over
our bodies, why not take a Fantastic Voyage (1966) in which
human scientists are shrunk to microscopic size so they can
perform delicate brain surgery inside the head of a defecting
Soviet scientist? It’s difficult to take the science seriously,
but the attempt to imagine what a journey inside the human
body would be like pushed the special effects wizards of the
time to their limits. There’s no CGI here. They had to come
up with a way to create everything you see on screen.
At this point there are still many hours to go but many
will need a break to sleep or eat or track down Steven Silver
and demand to know why he wanted to do a 48 marathon
rather than a more manageable 24 hour one. So to provide
that break we’ll throw in two of the worst science fiction
movies ever made. Santa Claus Conquers the Martians
(1964) needs to be seen to be believed. The Martian children
spend so much time studying they have forgotten to have fun
and so the Martians kidnap Santa Claus to bring joy and
merriment to the red planet. Oddly it seems to involve the
toys and games that Earth children in the US would play, so
who was really conquering the Martians? Those who want to
get their blood circulating again can use the screening of
Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace (1999) to be
glad that George Lucas has sold the franchise and to wonder
how a book by this writer called Jar Jar Binks Must Die
could possibly have failed to win the Hugo Award.
As we head into the home stretch let’s clear our heads
with Matinee (1993) a giddy comedy about a movie
producer (John Goodman) releasing a cheesy science
fiction/horror movie called Mant! The scenes from the
movie within the movie, about a half man/half ant monster,
are priceless. Joe Dante (Gremlins) directed.
We need to keep the adrenaline flowing if people are
going to stay awake, so let’s go with the kick offs to two of
the key SF movie series of the era that didn’t have “Star” in
the title. The Terminator (1984) featured Arnold
Schwarzenegger in one of his iconic roles and put director
James Cameron on the map. Schwarzenegger was relentless
as the robotic assassin from the future even if subsequent
installments got increasingly convoluted. Alien (1979) did
the same thing for Sigourney Weaver and director Ridley
Scott. The H. R. Giger designs for the aliens were
memorably creepy and John Hurt’s exit from the film will
never be forgotten, especially if you’ve seen Spaceballs.
For a change of pace we’ll unspool Them! (1954). It
provides us with atomic ants grown to giant size,
government officials baffled by a female scientist, and the
hope that we got them all. There are many giant bug movies
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time professional artist who has supported my household for
well over a decade with my fantasy artwork and do not
consider myself to be a fan artist at this point. I get guest of
honor positions at cons and stuff, so I don’t feel particularly
unrecognized. It does seem to me however that Hugo voters
in general don’t have a clear distinction of what a
professional artist vs. a fan artist is any more.”
The artists that participated:

Unrecognized Talent
By Kurt Erichsen

T

he first thing that struck me when at age 15, I
discovered Fandom, was the amount of talent. From
the fanzines and apas, penpals, and the few fen I
actually met in those days, that nearly everybody drew
comics and wrote stories or could write clever fanzine
repartee. I sure didn’t know any mundanes like that, and it
made me feel a whole lot better about always being chosen
last for football. There you have it—fans are Slans.
We all know how much Fandom since 1969. My
involvement in it has changed a lot too. Today fanzines,
especially paper zines, are a small corner of the world of
Fandom, and then there are e-zines and distribution by web
instead of postage, and blogs—you know the story.
When Steven asked me to write a piece on fan artists, the
obvious subjects were Brad Foster, Steve Stiles, and Taral.
But me, do the obvious? What about artists who may not be
quite so obvious? Every year the Hugo award honors a fan
artist whose work appears in “semiprozines, fanzines, or
through other public display” where a “professional
publication…provided at least a quarter the income of any
one person.” Nominations since 1967 have included some 49
artists (a tip of the hat to Taral for the stats). Beyond that
there are artists who’ve never gotten a nomination, but are
deemed worthy by a handful of Worldcon members year
after year—Hugo-Nots, if I may use that term.
Fan artists may also be recognized by a Rotsler award.
The website doesn’t actually say it’s for cartoonists, but so
far it always has gone to cartoonists.
If you take the list of Hugo-Nots from the past half dozen
years and subtract out the Rotsler recipients, that leaves
about two dozen artists. This is the group I contacted. I
started with a little survey, asking obvious information
questions, in some cases offering multiple choice answers,
and hoping to prompt broader responses. Here are some of
the questions:
1. Do you regard yourself as a genre or niche artist?
Do you introduce yourself as, “I’m a __________ artist.”?
2. How does your fan artwork fit into overall
portfolio? Is drawing for fanzines a step toward a
professional career? Or drawing for fun, separate from a
professional career? Or is strictly a hobby?
3. What one piece of artwork makes you grind your
teeth and mutter “I wish I’d drawn (painted) that!”
4. If you won a Hugo, what would you do with it?
5. What should or should not be considered “fan art”
for purposes of the Hugo?
6. What is the purpose of a propeller beanie?
7. What fan artist—besides yourself of course—most
deserves recognition, and why?
Three artists for whom I could find email addresses
participated. One negative response came right to the point:
“Thanks for considering me, but I’m actually a longtime full

Randy B. Cleary

Randy Cleary classifies himself simply as an “amateur
fan artist;” artwork is strictly a hobby. He has quite a few
fanzine credits—2012 WorldCon Sunday Funnies (where he
was on the front page), Challenger, Yngvi Is a Louse! The
LOCS one-shot, Fosfax, the Noreascon 2004 program book,
and NASFA Shuttle. His work fannish work is a mix of
cartoon and serious illos. He covers wide range of sciencefiction, fantasy, and horror themes with the occasional hint
of humor. He has an online gallery at
http://pwp.att.net/p/pwp-rbcleary.
The sample artwork he provided was the cover of the
2010 ConStellation (Huntsville, Alabama) convention
program. Randy’s provided a program book art, badges,
and/or logos for several cons: Chattacon (Chattanooga,
Tennessee), ConCave (Kentucky), Atlanta Science-Fiction
Society, DeepSouthCon50 (Huntsville, Alabama), and
GaFilk (Atlanta, Georgia). Additionally, he runs the art show
at ConStellation.
The artist that makes him say “I wish I’d painted that!” is
the Czech Art Nouveau painter Alphonse Mucha—
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alphonse_Mucha. Looking to
other fan artists, he views Steve Stiles as deserving
recognition.
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DucKon, Windycon, and Midwest FurFest as her “home”
conventions.
Deb’s work appears in quite a few places around the
web:
https://www.facebook.com/sewardstreetstudios
https://www.etsy.com/people/SewardStreetStudios
http://www.furaffinity.net/gallery/bigblued/
http://bigblued.deviantart.com/gallery/
http://www.redbubble.com/people/bigblued

For the purposes of Hugo selection, Randy notes ‘paid
illustration for commercial professional reproduction should
NOT be considered “fan art”‘.
The purpose of a propeller beanie—I wondered what
artists would do with such an oddball question—”to signal
one’s true (juvenile) fen nature.”
If given a Hugo? Treasure it always and draw more illos.
Finally, Randy adds: “I enjoying creating the small
illustrations that fanzine editors need to even out their print
columns.”

Deb’s professional career is as an Industrial Designer. It
means she gets to draw, and make, and build, and get paid
for it. But she has to draw/make/build what the company
wants. The stained glass and vinyl decals are supplemental
income, by doing something that she loves, and making what
she wants to make. Anything Deb does for fanzines, she
does solely because the people involved are friends and have
asked her to submit something. Illustration is very much a
side thing and Deb has no aspirations to become a
professional illustrator or painter.

Deb Kosiba

Deb suggests that the purpose of a propeller beanie is to
help locate your short friends in a crowd.
Another fan artist she believes deserves more recognition
is Todd Johnson, who makes Shock Fossils. “It doesn’t get
much nerdier than using a particle accelerator to create art.”
Now that’s an interesting definition of a “fan”—someone for
whom “nerd” is a compliment. Deb offers two links for
Todd’s work:
https://www.facebook.com/todd.johnson.5492?fref=ts and
http://shockfossils.deviantart.com/

Deb Kosiba describes herself as a Maker. “Art is just one
of the things I make. In my day-job I am in charge of a
model shop at a Juvenile Product company. I weld stroller
prototypes and sculpt potty seat models. My husband and I
have a business making vinyl decals that we sell online and
in Dealer’s Rooms at conventions. I create stained glass
pieces that I show in art shows all across the country. I
occasionally submit t-shirt art to the weekly Woot
competition, and I have started selling those designs on
Redbubble. And finally, I do graphic design and illustration,
mostly for the fun of it in my (ha!) ‘spare time.’”
Deb’s work has appeared in a number of fanzines:
Argentus, Locus (including her Hugo award design on
several covers). She’s drawn little illos of Capricious, the
mascot for Capricon, each year in their on-site fanzine “Goat
Droppings.” She has shown art in convention art shows for
decades, shipping all over the country. In a busy year, that
means as many as 18-20 shows. Deb views Capricon,
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Ray Van Tilburg has a niche in Fandom. Lots of
fandoms. He’s done art for SF, Gaming, Comic and Furry
cons. He’s a SF and Fantasy artist, but makes his living as a
t-shirt designer.
Ray notes that a whole lot of his art is logo and t-shirt
design for conventions, WorldCons, Gen Con (look for the
dragons), and Origins to name a few. He’s done a special tie
dye design for DragonCon for 15 years. Ray has been Artist
GOH at several of the Chicago SF conventions as well as
Fan GOH at Marcon in Columbus Ohio and ConQuest in
Kansas City, Missouri.
“I’ve done some magazine covers & interiors. Remember
Dragon and Dungeon Magazines? Also a Traveler Game
Module cover, and of course, a ton of t-shirts. I used to
airbrush shirts on demand at the conventions I attended, but
I’ve retired from that,” Ray says. You can find samples of
Ray’s work at
http://www.offworlddesigns.com/search.php?search_query=
vantilburg.
Ray is glad I don’t have to decide what should or should
not be considered “fan art” for purposes of the Hugo. As to
the purpose of a propeller beanie? “To cool off our awesome
nerd brains.” See? It is a nerd thing.
If Ray won a Hugo—”It would be an honor. I’d
definitely do the press release!” that was one of the multiple
choices I suggested.
Ray’s favorite fan artists—Sandra SanTara and Butch
Honeck.
In conclusion Ray adds that he’s had the pleasure of
working with fans and fan run conventions for over 25 years.
He plans to keep doing it!
And that makes a good capper for this article as well.

Deb doesn’t think there should be any restrictions in
regards to medium, or display format on what should or
should not be considered “fan art” for purposes of the Hugo.
“As a primarily 3D artist I have traditionally been at a
disadvantage in a 2D print world. Blogs, online portfolios,
and websites have changed that, and increased the visibility
of all artists, including 3D artists.”
Deb had a use for a Hugo I didn’t anticipate in the
multiple choices I offered. If awarded a Hugo, Deb would
put it up on top of the bookcase next to the ones she already
has, but didn’t win. And then point out to everyone that this
one is better than the others because she got it the traditional
way, by winning it, instead of making it like all the others.
In closing, Deb adds:
Fandom is been a great place to start out and grow as an
artist. It provides a venue where you can regularly display
your work in front of potential buyers. But it doesn’t have a
lot of the risk, both financial and emotional, that non-fannish
art events have. You don’t have to pay hundreds for a booth
fee, or talk some gallery owner into showing your work. And
the community is enthusiastically supportive of art they like,
but also gently forgiving with their criticism.
Because of this, a new artist has a chance to get regular
feedback, and can then use that to improve their art. It takes
years to grow from a talented beginner to a skilled
professional, and fandom provides a safe environment to
allow that to happen.
Without fandom and, by extension, fan art, it is unlikely
that I would have even seen the possibility of becoming the
artist that I am today.

Ray VanTilburg
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Not Just Armor: Covers for Heinlein’s Starship Troopers
By Brianna Spacekat Wu, Frank Wu, and James L. Terman
promotion poster, and replace the Nazis with starship
troopers.
FW: Let’s see how artists have resolved - or maybe just
ignored - these issues over the years.

1

959’s Starship Troopers is one of Heinlein’s best and
best-known books, the winner of the 1960 Hugo
Award for best novel. It tells the story of a Filipino
youth, Johnnie Rico, who volunteers for the Mobile Infantry.
The novel details his training, and he eventually becomes an
officer, fighting alien Arachnids in a powered armored
exoskeleton. The novel is also a pulpit for Heinlein’s
politics. Not every can vote or serve office. Franchise is
mostly reserved for for military veterans. While, Heinlein
notes other avenues to franchise exist, his emphasis is on
military service. The overall point, though, is that Rico
learns about responsibility, his duty to others and his role in
society.

Starship Troopers was first published in two parts as
Starship Soldiers in Fantasy and Science Fiction, Oct. and
Nov. 1959, with a cover by Ed “Emsh” Emshwiller:

Frank Wu (FW): Is Starship Troopers really about the
power armor and fighting bugs?
James L. Terman (JLT): Yes! The Platonic ideal of the
Starship Troopers cover is people in exoskeletons fighting
alien bugs. The galaxy of Starship Troopers is a paranoid
one. It is filled with alien races, sometimes hostile,
sometimes allied, often deadly. Peace is merely a breathing
space between wars. Conflicts are over territory and are zero
sum games. Violence is a grim necessity and anyone who
thinks otherwise is a dangerous fool.
Brianna Spacekat Wu (BSW): I don’t agree with that.
Yes, it’s a part of it, but it’s not an action movie. It’s a story
with two real fight scenes and the rest is about character
growth. It’s about rising up and finding your station in life.
Rico undergoes military inculcation and becomes a man.
FW: Agreed. Very little of the actual novel is about
fighting in power armor - just the first and last chapters.
BSW: The bugs don’t really matter - they’re a generic
enemy. Heinlein’s novels are universally more about
character and universal truths instead of technology. It’s very
strange. You’ll read his work, and he’ll get details of the
future right, like an internet. But papers are still printed
every day. They’re really just an unimportant detail.
FW: Sometimes a publisher slaps an inappropriate
spaceship or alien on a book cover because it’s science
fiction, even if it’s not in the story. Here the problem is more
subtle. Yes, spaceships and armor and aliens are appropriate,
but how do you depict abstract ideas like “military
inculcation” or “citizenship”?
JLT: Maybe you could draw a line of soldiers, at parade
rest, all looking at their commander. That gets at the loss of
individuality and subordination to the group will.
FW: Or, you could take a I Want You recruitment poster
and replace Uncle Sam with Fleet Sergeant Ho, who’d lost
two legs and an arm in combat. Or maybe a Nazi self-

JLT: I want bugs! It’s a bug hunt. Where are the bugs?
BSW: And the suits are late 50s spacesuits, not exosuits.
The proportions are cartoony. What’s with the guy’s butt
sticking out? He looks like a Morolian from Space Channel
5.
FW: Yeah, the suits make the soldiers look chubby, like
the astronauts in the Twilight Zone episode “The Invaders”.
The artist here, Emsh, was an important illustrator. He won a
Hugo Award the first year they were given and was later
inducted into the SF Hall of Fame. This is an unusual cover
for him, because he restrained his palette and ramped up the
action. He also zoomed the camera view out, so there aren’t
any visible faces, thus dehumanizing the soldiers.
BSW: This cover is bad, and the artist should feel bad.
FW: The first hard cover edition had a cover by Jerry
Robinson, who is in the Comics Hall of Fame. In 1939, Jerry
Robinson had been hired as a 17-year-old to ink Batman, and
later went on to name Robin, and help create Alfred and
Half-Face. He claims that he came up with the Joker, but
that’s disputed. Here is his cover for the 1959 Putnam
edition, possibly the only SF book cover he ever did:
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BSW: If he were wearing an exoskeleton, I think I’d like
it more. The guy looks like Gung Ho from the 80 GI Joe
cartoon. It’s got the same porn stache and everything.

BSW: It’s like, the same guy that approved the physics in
the Fast and Furious movies designed this parachute.
FW: The cover reminds me of the paratroopers in the
Normandy invasion. The circle within a star within a circle
also speaks of logo for the US Army Air Corps used earlier
in the war.
The troopers are depicted in a good, tight formation,
unlike, for example, the scattered landing of paratroopers in
the invasion of Sicily. In Starship Troopers, Heinlein wrote
that “A sloppy pilot can…scatter a strike group over so
much terrain that it can’t make rendezvous for retrieval,
much less carry out its mission.” The tight clustering here
illustrates the military precision, but also dehumanizes the
soldiers, who are in black and in the same poses, like rubber
stamps.
BTW: Yeah, it looks like they had a Starship Trooper
stencil and spray paint. This artist is bad and they should feel
bad.

FW: Next up is the classic Paul Lehr cover for the
Berkley Medallion 1968 paperback edition. This is the image
of Starship Troopers I grew up with.
About this image, Vincent DiFate wrote in his
encyclopedic book Infinite Worlds: “With the introduction of
acrylic paints in the late 1950s, Paul Lehr’s palette became
progressively brighter as he moved away from the depiction
of people and action scenes and more toward the strange
objects and moods that distinguish SF from other types of
fiction. This rendering of a buglike vehicle is loosely based
on the LEM (Lunar Excursion Module) as used by NASA
for the moon landings of the late 1960s.”

FW: Next up, the 1961 paperback Four Square edition.

BSW: It’s unclear if it’s a spaceship or a bug.
FW: That’s a feature, not a bug.
JLT: It’s very static, serene.
BSW: It’s a great composition.
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BSW: I agree. I love this. This artist is good and they
should feel good.

FW: Paul Lehr was excellent at conveying a huge sense
of scale. The bottom of the original painting - cropped off on
the paperback cover - features the weird blob shapes which
make the planet ambiguous - is this Earth? Though there’s
no scene in the novel wherein a bug spaceship lands on
earth. And none of the people seem terribly frightened - they
are standing around in awe, in typical Paul Lehr fascination.
The ship itself is directly inspired by the Lunar Excursion
Module. The trapezoidal exit hatch, the spidery legs.

FW: Now, here is a Spanish language version in Nueva
Dimension Extra 12, Tropas del Escapio.

Image of LEM by John Ortmann
BSW: It’s reminiscent of 2001, when Keir Dullea sees
himself as an old man in the spacesuit.
FW: I LOVE this cover. The skull is jarring, especially
the sparkle in the eye socket, which is drawn exactly as the
stars in the background.
BSW: I disagree. I think it’s too esoteric to be enjoyable.
It’s like an student art project.

JLT: The spherical hull is like the Soyuz spacecraft.
BSW: It also reminds me of the Ravagers from Mass
Effect:

FW: This is another excellent spacecraft cover by
Gordon C. Davies, from the 1975 NEL hardcover edition:

FW: The Paul Lehr is a classic cover. The grand scale,
the limited palette, the tiny people. Beautiful.
JLT: A lot of the Starship Troopers covers seem like
generic space battles. With this one, if you took away the
words, it still says, Starship Troopers.
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BSW: The composition is perfect, the red nebula
balanced with the blue. The design is sleek and modern, and
it looks like a warship. But it’s the intensity of the red that
brings me in.
JLT: It’s appropriate for Starship Troopers. But if I saw
it without the title, I wouldn’t say Starship Troopers.
BSW: Agree. But, a lot of these covers don’t bother
trying to relate themselves to the book. Saying, “Space
Opera” is really enough.

BSW: It would have worked well for Puppet Masters. I
can imagine this as Titan easily. But, it’s not Klandathu.
FW: And now, now we get to the excellent James
Warhola.

FW: Here is a detail of the Danny Flynn cover for the
New English Library UK edition:

BSW: Justifiably the most famous Starship Troopers
cover. The art draws you into the universe, and the face tells
a story. It’s not an action story, it’s about character.
FW: I’m usually annoyed at huge type and banners
crowding the art - but here they frame the spacesuit, which
frames the face. Everything focuses on the grizzled face. The
restrained palette has just enough color to differentiate the
various mechanical parts of the suit, and allows the warm
tones of the face to pop forward.
BSW: My one criticism is that he looks older than
Johnny Rico is in the novel.
FW: Yeah, it’s not the years, it’s the spacedrops.
JLT: I don’t like it. The color scheme doesn’t work for
me. Too jarring. It’s off-putting rather than something I’d
like to look at, but I can’t put my finger on it. Maybe it’s the
harsh lines. I can see why someone would like it, though.
FW: Well, 2 out of 3 strong votes.
BSW: I think this is perfect. It’s masterfully done on a
technical level. The colors are perfect. The details of the suit
build the world, and the face tells a story.

About this cover, Danny wrote: “When I did this
painting, I chose not to portray the obvious nasty bugs. I
wanted to show an alien world before mankind’s arrival. As
reference, I used shells and fossils from my collection. As
with many books, the movie differed somewhat from the
story…”18
BSW: I don’t know what this is supposed to be about.
It’s like this artist didn’t read the book.
JLT: It looks like an alien city, but it doesn’t scream
“Starship Troopers”. If you showed me the Paul Lehr
without the title, that’s the only one I would have guessed
was Starship Troopers.
FW: Danny is a genius at depicting alien worlds; we
discussed his cover for Puppet Masters
http://dannyflynn.artweb.com/science-fiction/309202_thepuppet-masters.html in Argentus 12. The seashells are
appropriate here as the planet the troopers attack at the end is
mostly a waterworld. I would have loved to have seen
Danny’s take on the bugs, though.

FW: Here’s a movie tie-in version:

18

http://dannyflynn.artweb.com/sciencefiction/309196_starship-troopers-robert-a-heinlein.html
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color, and here he uses yellow for the jet flame, the desert
sand, the flames in the background, the space bazooka
exhaust. It ties the piece together and infuses it with energy.
Here the purple of the APD device and the blue type are
talking past each other. Vincent DiFate also wrote this about
Paul Lehr: Lehr “tends to work mainly with analogous color
schemes (colors that contain a common dominant due and
which are highly effective in projecting mood). It is from
this unifying base color that objects emerge into the light.”
This piece is sort of the opposite of that.
The composition doesn’t work, either. It’s an APD
version of “Christina’s World”. But, unlike the Wyeth
painting, the eye doesn’t flow and since it’s an APD it’s hard
to know if it’s crippled or not.
JLT: Maybe this was just poorly cropped?
FW: Uh, sure.
BSW: Bad, bad, bad. Bad layout work. All the individual
elements here are file, but it’s like a first year design student
did the typography, the layout and the color blue are all
amateurishly fighting.
JLT: I don’t like where they put a border around the
image. It’s like looking at a little TV screen.
FW: You guys are hard.
BSW: This is not good work.

FW: Next up, the 2006 Ace paperback, with cover by
Steve Stone:

FW: Next up, the bizarro world 2005 Hodder Hachette
Australia edition:

BSW: The detail on the ship is very believable as a troop
transport. It’s one of the few covers that emphasizes what
Carmen does as a pilot. Acceptable.
FW: Agreed. The pilots don’t get as much press as the
troopers. Heinlein wrote that they “are just as essential as we
are…A pilot who puts you down properly is a pilot who is
smart on retrieval.”
BSW: The composition is also excellent.
FW: I love this. In a battle scene, careful placement of
death rays is important so you don’t get random isolated
ships. Here the death rays lead the eye up to the main ship.
The cropping is also brilliant. Part of the main ship is cut off,
which makes it seem bigger, closer. The explosion is almost
cut off - like this was the best photograph a war
correspondent got - crop in a quarter inch, you lose the

BSW: It’s an alien pleasure device limping toward the
spaceship! That’s flat out weird.
JLT: That doesn’t explain anything. I can’t even process
this.
FW: Not only is the idea non-sensical, the execution is
amateurish. In previous piece had color cohesion. The main
colors are harmonized throughout. Emsh was a master of
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explosion and the composition fails. Add half an inch, and it
seems too pre-planned. Here it seems like the lucky
photograph captured by a war correspondent doing the best
he can in the midst of battle.
JLT: The soft lighting undercuts it. Maybe you’d like
harsher lighting. This is a good cover, though.

service grants you the franchise” in cover art? Maybe you
just have to read the book.
BSW: To me, it’s sad that most people don’t know
enough about the novel and think it’s some pro-war diatribe.
It’s not. It’s a character study about how the military changes
you. And, I think a lot of these covers just exacerbate the
problem - particularly the movie tie-on one.
JLT: This book was famously controversial especially as
it was published right before the Vietnam war, It is a lovesong to the military, arguably even to militarism, right when
many people were ready to argue that violence was never the
answer to any problem. Nothing that anybody said in the
sixties was really new. Heinlein was arguing against these
ideas decades before.
BSW: I don’t think that’s the message, though. I think
it’s tremendously skeptical about the military. He does speak
about the character of the soldier, and the moral burden that
command gives you. As lead of a game development team, I
really identify with that. The system is courupt, your loyalty
is to your team.
JLT: Reading the book in our post 9/11 world what is
striking is how dated this all seems. Heinlein seems to take it
as a given that violence is necessary as a way to resolve
conflict. Even the pacifist that decried this didn’t necessarily
disagree with this, they just thought it an immoral way to act.
FW: Agreed.
JLT: Heinlein does have interesting things to say in
“Starship Troopers” that are worth debating and engaging.
But to me it seems he is proposing a solution to a problem
that no longer seems interesting. Great power war is not a
problem today, insurgency is. And all the powered battle
suits in the world will not solve a problem like terrorism
anymore than drones will.
BSW: I think that’s well said.

And finally, we have a portfolio piece by “Death Metal
Dan” (Dan Mitchell), recently graduated from Ringling
College of Art and Design. This hasn’t been published, but
it’s about as close to the Platonic Ideal of a Starship
Troopers cover as you’re likely to get.
Dan writes about this work: “I was really attached to
how Heinlein described the suits and their function, but not a
lot on how they actually appeared, so that gave me a lot of
artistic freedom in my interpretation. I really wanted to
portray them in an action packed sequence where they were
fighting the bugs and reinforcements where dropping in to
join the fight.”
FW: A beautiful piece.
BSW: Excellent use of modern technique. I like the use
of Photoshop blur on the claw coming down. I like the
modern brush strokes. This is the only piece here that feels
like it was done by an artist my age. All the elements around
the piece just fall away, emphasizing the art, the author and
the title.
FW: Yes, excellent modern technique, but also a tribute
to past masters like Frazetta, with the monster emerging out
of the mist and smoke.
BSW: Excellent typography, too. Look at the way it was
stenciled on.
JLT: So, concluding remarks?
FW: Most of these images do a pretty good job of
depicting the dehumanization of being a cap trooper. In only
3 out of 11, do we see a human face, and in only 2 are they
recognizable. Most artists have chosen color schemes which
unlike human skin.
But there is little hint of Heinlein’s deeper messages.
Maybe it’s just not possible to convey the idea that “military

Thanks to Lex Berman and Vincent Di Fate for help
collecting the images.
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The Postman’s Moral Ambiguity
Mark Leeper
lie at the right time sets everything on the right course.
The film is a post-apocalyptic view of a United States
that has reverted to town-sized city-states. We are never told
why everything went sour, but we just know that it did.
Everybody knows it has fallen apart and it is impossible to
put back together. That is an unpleasant truth that people
have had to swallow, and they know that truth. People are
tired of the truth and want things to heal, but the truth is in
front of them every day and is undeniable. A paramilitary
gang of marauders preys on towns like the bandits in
Magnificent Seven. They are the only law that exists and
there is no government to stop them.
Into this unpleasant reality is dropped one liar, a con
man. It seems he has found a mailbag full of letters from
before all the nastiness. It came from back when mail was
actually delivered or just a little later. The scoundrel decides
to see if he can con a town into feeding him. The idea is he is
going to claim to be a mailman, working for a US
government that is coming back together. The mail is
starting again and he claims he has been appointed to be a
postman. Oh, and by the way—he adds—the town has a
legal duty to feed him while he is there. That is part of the
deal if they want to get their mail.
But what the people of the town have heard is that the
US government is coming back together. Soon there will be
protection from the marauding gangs. Normal times are
returning. This is what everybody wants, and now the news
has come that it is starting to happen. They now believe they
have to organize themselves and be ready when the US
Government contacts them. And that makes all the
difference.
Every country teaches its school children that it is good.
It is on the side of right and truth. Usually we think of this as
a bad thing. The
Postman asks if
sometimes our
ideals are lies and if
they are is that
really a bad thing.
Two religions may
hold mutually
exclusive beliefs yet
good can be done in
the name of each.

I

have a few films that seem almost universally panned by
the critics, but anyone I show the film to seems to like it.
One is Timothy Hines’s version of The War of the
Worlds (2005). It is not just done as a period piece; it is one
that is extremely faithful to the book. Now I could call such
a film a guilty pleasure, but that would be wrong. A guilty
pleasure is a film you know is bad but that you like in spite
of its faults. I just almost never can bring myself to see a
film I like as being a bad film. It is hard to entertain someone
with a piece of celluloid. If I like a film it is good and I am
willing to defend it as such. I can think of only one film as
being a genuine guilty pleasure of mine, and that would be
The Story of O. But that is a very different sort of “guilty
pleasure.”
More to the point there is another film that is something
of a laughing stock for some people, but I consider a good
film. And most people I have shown it to have agreed it was
quite good. That film is The Postman (1997), directed by it
star Kevin Costner and based on the novel by David Brin.
The film was a failure at the box office and was lambasted
by the critics. But I keep running into people who say,
“Don’t laugh, but I really liked The Postman.” I think this is
a film with a very interesting message.
So what is my interpretation of the film? Consider this:
There are chemical solutions that are ready to crystallize, but
they do not. The solution is chemically pure and all the
conditions are right. But the crystal still does not form. What
is needed is a seed to crystallize around. Add one little speck
of contaminant—a piece of dust maybe—and almost
instantly the entire fluid crystallizes. The film The Postman
shows us a world that is ready to undergo a monumental
change, but it needs a catalyst to start the reaction. The right
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Letters of Comment

How about that? Another year has
come and gone, which means it’s
time for another issue of Argentus.
And another fine issue it is. With any
kind of luck—and restraint—I shall
be able to write a quick letter of
comment to you devoid of extraneous
exclamation points and unnecessary
capitalizations. I shall leave those to
ChRis GarCiA!
Anyway. It finally dawned on me
that your fanzine is one of the only
zines that lists its contributors on the
front cover. Arnie Katz does that
with his Fanstuff, and other than that,
no other current zine comes to mind
that follows this practice. And I kind
of like it since it provides a bit of
egoboo for contributors. Ergo, keep it
up: it’s one of those features
distinctive to your fanzine.
Generally speaking, the contents
herein are assorted and good. Like
Evelyn Leeper, I have my favorite
bookstores; since there are only three
in this area, that’s an easy thing to
do, but in my lifetime there have

been many wonderful bookstores that
have touched my life. Of those,
Uncle Hugo’s in Minneapolis is
probably at the top of the list. After
that, it is a substantial drop to Half
Price Bookstore here in College
Station. I find all sorts of good stuff
there, and not just SF and f books:
tapes, CDs, DVDs, LPs, and books
covering a wide variety of topics are
stashed away ripe for the picking. A
fun place to while away a couple
hours.
As for the remaining contents,
they are all good, and I appreciate the
articles by Terrance Miltner and
Brianna Wu. Those are good
references for anyone who might be
considering running a convention. As
always, Fred Lerner provides an
interesting article, this time about the
fantasy art of Charles Burchfield.
Brianna and Frank Wu’s analysis of
the assorted covers of Heinlein’s The
Puppet Masters was fun to read, too,
and I could go on doing such a quick
run-down of each article. But I
won’t, and here’s why:
Since you plan on having another
issue ready for LoneStarCon 3,
here’s some information to pass
along to your readers. I am hosting
the fanzine lounge this year at
WorldCon, which includes being the
OE of this year’s WOOF (the
worldcon apa). If anybody wishes to
contribute to this, they need to bring
71 copies of their zine to LSC3 and
get it to me before noon on Sunday,
Sept. 1st, which is when collatio is
scheduled to begin—or shortly after
noon that day. But beforehand, if
possible contributors need to let me
know three things: 1) your name and
mailing address; 2) the title of the
zine and its estimated page length;
and 3) uh…there’s a third thing…but
I forget offhand what that is….
Sorry. I’m having a Rick Perry
moment. Must be a result of living in
Texas for so long. Oh, well.
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At any rate, I look forward to
seeing you in San Antonio, Steven H
(no period) Silver. We really have to
get something set up for that editorswap thing. This Could Be
Dangerous.
All the best,
John Purcell
PS: I just remembered that third
thing! All WOOF contributors get the
full collation. Any extras may be
purchased for a price—probably $5
USD—and proceeds will be donated
to the Fan Funds.

Dear Steven:
Louisville has had a number of
bookstores of worth. I am sitting only
a hundred feet or so from the site of
one, Zimmerman’s. (I’m at the
library writing this.) It was a couple
of crowded rooms, with paperbacks
stacked precariously and shelves of
hardbacks. They had a lot of sixties
SF when I was buying there
(admittedly that was in the
seventies). Alas, it went the way of
all flesh.
From Zimmerman’s, we could go
up the Fourth Avenue Mall and find
Readmore Books, a small chain but
with good stuff, W. K. Stewarts’s, a
long narrow crowded place with two
floors of racks, Stewart’s Dry
Goods, a department store with a
decent book department in the
basement, and finally at the end
Liberty Cigar Store, with SF
magazines and a large number of
books of which many were I think by
such SFnal eminents as Mike
Resnick and Richard E. Geis, which
may give you an idea as to what they
actually were.
All gone now, of course.

Bardstown Road in Louisville
had some interesting places. There
was Twice-Told Books, on two
levels, with old books in cramped
quarters. They were about the last
place here in Louisville that I knew
of that had old SF paperbacks. A
little further down the block was
Odyssey Books, run by long-time
friend Bob Roehm, a specialty SF
store.
[At one Rivercon, I was talking to
Mike Resnick about Fredric Brown’s
What Mad Universe and Mike
mentioned that he needed to find a
copy for his father. I happened to be
at Twice-Told Books a little later that
day and picked up a copy of it for
Mike’s dad.]
Both those have closed, but
others remain there. Closest to us
(indeed it’s across the street from the
library where Lisa works) is
Carmichael’s Books, where Bob
went to work after Odyssey closed
down. They have a lot of new stuff
and a long shelf of SF.
Across the street from where
Twice-Told was is All Booked Up,
which has more nonfiction, along
with a boss who knows us. I think
people know us around here.
A little further down is Book and
Music Exchange, another chain, and
if you absolutely have to have the
latest romances, slightly used, there
you go. They also have gaming stuff,
both live and computer, and a lot of
CDs and DVDs/Blu-Rays.
The other way, on Frankfort
Road, is Reader’s Corner, in a
neighborhood of antique stores (and
one model train place). They have
downsized from their latest move and
the place seems to have lost some of
its charm.
A number of other bookstores
here have passed on, unheeded by
me, willingly or no. I recall one that
was never open save by appointment,
it seemed. One day long before it had
been open, and the place was full of

readers. It had a lot of Oz books, I
recall.
The places where I can get old
paperbacks are further off. In
Evansville, Lisa used to go to The
Book Broker, a place that then also
had cheap tape rentals. They have
moved, and put in a lot of comic
books and tie-ins, as well as DVD
sales. But their prices are amazingly
low.
The other way, in Lexington, two
stores are in the same block (well,
one is on the other side of the street):
Unique Books and Black Swan
Books. Unique has old paperbacks
and a few hardbacks, while Black
Swan is exclusively hardbacks.
During my brief tenure at IBM
Lexington (which is itself now
Lexmark), I grew fond of Euclid
Books, a more substantial store with
the same stacked double and triple
layer paperbacks decor. Alas, when
after my marriage I took Lisa there ,
they had booked off.
When I was but a lad, I recall
Rhorer’s Books in Frankfort, a small
place by modern standards, but that
was where I got a lot of my early
stuff. Even Martin Cruz Smith’s
early book The Indians Won, which
might have done better had it not
been sold as a Western. That and the
Rexall drugstore, a few shops down,
with a big paperback rack, were more
than enough for me then. Almost;
there was more out there beyond my
purview.
Drug stores used to have huge
paperback racks. I remember
removing every book in the
paperback section of a Walgreen’s in
Hopkinsville because for some
reason I had to have the copy of
Silverlock that I remembered being
there. I found it, too.
And before that there, MajorDray Drugs (yes, I was related to the
Major family of that firm; the
younger one died only last year) had
a similar high book rack with all sorts
of wonders available for 25¢…or 35¢
for a reeeally big book.
To answer Joy V. Smith,
“Sherrinford Holmes” was the
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original name Doyle had for his
detective. It could have been worse;
the narrator was supposed to be
“Ormond Sacker.” Aren’t you glad
he read his manuscript before he sent
it out?
Various people discuss the legal
problems of superheroes. There is a
book by two lawyers that goes into
this sort of thing, The Law of
Superheroes. It discusses the
problems with actual examples from
recent comics. It’s witty, informed,
and informative. Just the sort of work
that you would be proud to nominate
for a Hugo for Best Related Work. It
didn’t have chicks, though.
[The article in Argentus was written
by the same lawyers who wrote that
book.]
Namarie,
Joseph T Major

If I remember correctly, I’ve been
to Powell’s. My memory of Foyle’s
in London is that it was larger. Of
course those visits are in the mists of
memory, and my memories may be
incorrect.
Allowing that the name “David
Williams” is probably not that
uncommon, what are the odds that
there are two of them interested in
both SF and astronomy? Our David
Williams has the middle initial A. He
works on NASA projects at Arizona
State. He shows up frequently at
Arizona SF cons to talk about various
parts of the space programme and
also about Star Trek.
Sounds like Chris Garcia was
impressed by Chicago. I had hoped to
go, but our travel plans changed that
year to exclude that. Maybe in a few
years when my husband attends a
reunion of his high school in
Seymour, IN, we’ll stop in Chicago.
There are sights in and around
Chicago that I’d like to visit.

Seeing that I like some of
Wagner’s operas quite a bit, I wanted
to read the article by Warren Buff;
but the second sentence stopped me
in my tracks, and I couldn’t go on.
“Personally, he’s reprehensible, the
kind of guy who only wasn’t a Nazi
because he was born too early.”
Really? “…only wasn’t a Nazi…”? I
think he meant, “…who wasn’t a
Nazi only because he was born too
early.” I was afraid of all the
corrections I would want to make if I
read further.
I found the material in the “Mock
Section” quite droll, but I hear it
caused a lot of problems for Chicon
attendees who didn’t understand.
You need a widely educated audience
to appreciate those programme items.
I didn’t get all of them.
R-Laurraine Tutihasi

February 27, 2013
Dear Steven,
In Argentus #12, I share Evelyn
Leeper’s sentiments about
bookstores. There aren’t any
bookstores in Simi Valley since the
Borders’s closed. Simi Valley is an
affluent town of 105,000, and it
seems like we should have at least
one bookstore, but we don’t. We do
have a good library, and one section
of the library building is devoted to
the Friends of the Simi Valley
Library who have a large selection of
used paperbacks for sale at 50 cents
each.
When I was a teenager I really
enjoyed prowling the used
bookstores in Hollywood. Hollywood
stands for all sorts of things to all
sorts of people. However, it will
always make me think of used
bookstores. Unfortunately, rising
rents drove the used bookstores in
Hollywood out of business. Most of
the other bookstores I used to
patronize in various parts of Los
Angeles are also gone. Of course,

there are plenty of new ways of
getting reading material. Back in the
old days, you never knew what
wonders you might find in a box of
books in a remote corner of a
bookstore. You just can’t get that sort
of an experience with a computer
screen.
Much of what Terrence Miltner
says about convention publications is
true of organizations in general.
Deadlines and budgets are important.
Conventions can also get themselves
into some of the same organizational
muddles that plague the largest
corporations. You get so focused on
management that you forget about
the people who are actually supposed
to do the work. Since concoms are
commonly together for more than
one convention, jobs mutate
according to who is doing them. I
think this is true in all organizations
to some extent, but management
theory doesn’t usually talk about it.
I did the progress reports for the
2006 worldcon. There was no head of
publications. I reported to the
chairman and to some extent to the
treasurer who handled liaison with
the printer. By the time I did the job,
I had lots of experience with
worldcons and I had many contacts. I
had done all sorts of things on
previous concoms, so I had a track
record. I also was a fanzine fan, so it
was assumed I knew something about
publications. I had another
qualification which the people who
asked me to do the job didn’t know
about and which I had forgotten.
About forty years earlier, I had taken
a three unit course in magazine
editing. I only remembered that when
I found I knew about how to crop
photos and about the virtues of white
space. Before starting the job, I
reviewed the progress reports for the
previous half dozen worldcons. I
noticed some fairly simple errors.
Using quarter inch margins might
seem reasonable, but it doesn’t look
very good. If more than half of a
photo shows a blank wall, you
haven’t cropped itcorrectly. There is
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a bigger problem if you don’t know
ugly when you see ugly.
Brianna Wu says we should
include lots of programming on
videogames to increase the
attendance of younger people at our
cons. At the moment, there are all
sorts of ideas as to what items we
should add to our conventions to
attract younger people. There seems
to be an assumption that there aren’t
enough younger people who like to
read science fiction and might even
want to talk about it. I don’t want to
believe that, since I was that sort of a
teenager myself. I knew about SF
conventions when I was in junior
high school, but I didn’t attend one
until I was 23. In the long run, it
didn’t make any difference to me or
to the conventions.
For the past 80 years, we have
been trying to convince people that
SF was serious literature that could
be read by adults. I don’t think
putting a lot of emphasis on
videogames at cons would help in
that direction.
Yours truly,
Milt Stevens

Dear Steven:
Many thanks for Argentus 12. I
know it’s been out for a while, but as
always, my time is never quite my
own. The job hunt is on again, and
the resumes fly out. In the meantime,
I finally have some minutes for
response.
For me, and for so many, there is
still pleasure from a trip to a
bookstore, especially a used
bookstore. There’s still quite an
antiquarian bookstore community in
Toronto, as in other places, but I am
sure it’s as decimated as anywhere
else. Independent bookstores are so
rare these days…some have gone to
the web, but have effectively
disappeared from sight. Many have
gone under. I know where most of

the used bookstores are in this city,
but I also know there used to be so
many more.
In those stores, there’s plenty of
books I’d like to get, but right now, I
am not buying books at all. The
reason is my to-be-read shelf, or I
should say, all three of them. Last
summer, we picked up several large
boxes of paperbacks from a friend
who was cleaning out her tiny
apartment. For Evelyn Leeper’s
information, the World’s Biggest
Bookstore here is closing, if it hasn’t
closed already. I haven’t been down
in that area of downtown in some
time.
My other fandom…well, there’s
been several. First of all, Star Trek
fandom. That was my first fandom,
and once we got to a few
conventions, we volunteered our
services to the Star Trek
Welcommittee, and we were a part of
that group for 15 years. We ran
conventions in Toronto for 30 years,
and we were heavily into
masquerades and costumes for about
15 years. We were members of the
Royal Astronomical Society of
Canada, and I even worked for the
RASC for a short time. Worldcons
kept us busy for some years, but we
couldn’t afford all the travel. We
were often Canadian agents for
Worldcons and bids. These days,
there’s steampunk, and the current
Canadian series Murdoch Mysteries.
In the long run, we’re always looking
for something that not only engages
our minds, but challenges them, or
even provides a new outlook. I hope
Jessica Guggenheim will keep that in
mind as she spends more time in
fandom. There’s so many who will
demand that you spend more time
with their fandom because there is
the only true fandom, and others who
will not understand your particular
interest, and try to tear it, and you,
down. As the song goes, you can’t
please everyone, so you gotta please
yourself.
Terrence Miltner’s article on
publishing for conventions makes so
much common sense. Unfortunately,

that kind of sense isn’t all that
common. We think enough of the
convention to volunteer to help, but
somehow not enough to do some
time management, and get deadlines
met. I am old-fashioned enough to
want a flyer for the conventions I
might go to, and for the most part, I
do get them, but some cons do not
print flyers because they firmly
believe that social media gets the
word out just fine. Flyers at a freebie
table at a convention still get the
word out when you are passing by.
Don’t choose between the two,
choose both, and get the word out to
all, in all ways.
The idea of a superhero universe
could be fun, but there is a Québecbased comic strip that’s already
worked it through. Anyone familiar
with Québec politics would know
about les régies, or controlling
agencies. La régie des superhéros et
des pouvoirs surhumains is the
controlling agency for superheroes
and superhuman powers, or at least it
is in the great comic strip Angloman
by Gabriel Morrisette and Mark
Shainblum. In Québec, superheroes
have to renew their superhero
licences each year, or face constant
interference on the part of the
government.
This shortened NHL season may
showcase some events some may
think apocalyptical…the Leafs are
winning, and are now one of the top
teams in the league. We’re not used
to this…I’m sure Leaf Nation will
want a shortened season every year.
All done for now, many thanks,
and see you with the next issue.
Yours, Lloyd Penney

Greetings Steven ~
New issue of Argentus showed up
at the po box this weekend, always
way cool. But, before get to that, a
question-31

Now, as for the 2012 Argentus
#12 (Hmmm, issue 12 for 2012-why has it taken me this long to catch
on to your plan there??) Since started
talking about art above, will continue
by attaching three brand new pieces
for your consideration here for the
next issue. As always, if anything
doesn’t grab you, just let me know,
but hopefully these will all help to
break up all the text in issue #13 next
year. (errrr. this year….)
Actual loc-type stuff: first, what’s
up with the killer staples this issue?
“Argentus #12- ‘cause your fingers
are mine!” Going by the holes around
each of these, looks like you had to
make multiple attempts to get these
really dangerous sticky-uppy staples
in here, the top one even tore the
envelope in shipping, which gave me
a little warning before I slid it from
the envelope. Went after those
suckers with a pair of pliers and have
managed to get them mostly flattened
down, and now only a 12% danger to
my fingertips.
I realized from reading Evelyn’s
article that my own favorite
bookstores over the years have all
been used book stores- probably a
result of always trying to stretch my
book-buying dollar to the max. So I
guess I have helped to contribute to
the death of regular bookstores for
being such a cheap-ass, and I would
hereby like to apologize to all for
that.
I -also- realized from that
reading, when she mentioned one
store in an old Victorian house, that
my favorite memories of bookstores
seem to all revolve around those that
took over some odd old house or
weirdly-shaped retail outlet and
stuffed books in everywhere they
could manage it. Presently the big
Half Price Books chain has their
flagship store here in Dallas in a
giant warehouse like facility- nicely
packed, millions of choices, but
somehow kind of lacking that “funky
edge” that the old-house stores
always had, and I liked so much.
I never got sucked into David’s
“Other Fandom” of astronomy

because, I think, the first telescope I
got as a kid was a little reflecting
telescope, rather than a refracting
design. I always had the hardest time
keeping that thing steady, and getting
used to looking into the side of it
while trying to move it across the sky
to zero in on something. Of course,
that clearly showed I just didn’t have
the patience required for a real
astronomer, so good I learned that
early, I guess. He does have me
curious enough to see if I can find
out if there are any of those star
parties in our area. If someone else
will go to all the work to get a nice
image centered in the lens, I love
looking at objects in the sky.
I thought it was a typo in your
article on following the Wright
Brothers around, but it seems I can
now add the word “coolth” to my
vocabulary. Can say I have never
heard or seen that before, but on
doing a bit of research, it evidently
isn’t that odd. Rare, but real. Hope to
use it myself, when it becomes, well,
cooler. Right now it is cold, so a beat
too extreme for proper use of coolth.
But, in just a month or two…look
out!
Very nice piece from Terrence on
what is involved in putting together
publications for the Worldcon. Like
all other aspects of successful conrunning, I am astonished at the
amount of work so many people put
into these things, as volunteers, for
the rest of us to enjoy.
Was not aware of the work of
Charles Burchfield until this article
from Fred, and went to check out
more of it. Definitely a distinctive
style, and I thought the one called
“Genesis” could even make a fine
cover for a LoTR collection.
http://www.burchfieldpenney.org/col
lection/object:1975-077-000-genesis/
Great to see the team of Wu and
Wu back with another look at the
history of cover variations for a
classic piece of SF. The D’Achille

wins hands down for “Did they even
tell you what the books was about?”
ward for sure. Can’t wait to see what
title they work with next-- I wonder
what SF novel has been printed the
most, with the most cover variations?
Regarding Rich’s “What We’ll
Remember in Fifty Years”- I plan on
being around to read the next
installment of this in 2062. My own
personal plan is to live to at least (at least-) 111 years old, just ‘cause I
think it would be cool to hit that
number. Beyond that, we’ll see what
I can add. But that -will- carry me
through 2062, so you need to keep on
pubbing so I don’t miss that issue.
(And can do a look-back at -thisarticle and see what we -do- recall!)
I just finished reading “Small
World” by David Lodge, in which
one of the academics is writing about
the influence T.S. Eliot had on
Shakespeare, so that first item in the
“Mock Programming” track doesn’t
seem quite so silly…hey, time travel,
ya know? Oh yeah, and then there
was the Lady Gaga meat dress, so
that second program item could be
real. And there really are Opening
Ceremonies, I’ve seen them….read
an article in The Atlantic a couple of
years back about a company
releasing digital books with
soundtracks…Hey!!! I’m starting to
think the mock section this issue is
actually a double-mock, as so far all
the programming items seem more
than reasonable to me! Some con
should definitely get you to do their
next programming schedule!
[Each year at the International
Congress on Medieval Studies in
Kalamazoo Michigan, there is a
Mock section. Back in 1995, I
presented a paper there on “The
Spiritual Effects of the Black Plaque
in Europe” (note the non-typo). I
also presented a paper on “A
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Fifteenth-Century Yorkist (?)
Baptismal Font,” so it wasn’t all fun
and games.]
stay happy~
Brad Foster

Steven:
Argentus 12 received. I liked the
display of the covers for Heinlein’s
books. I saw the first three covers—
the second was, I believe, on the
Science Fiction Book Club edition
and really drew the reader into the
book. Later I purchased Galaxy back
issues and saw the original serial
cover. I also thought the Signet
edition cover was displaced for the
story. It might have looked more in
place on Starship Troopers. Maybe
Heinlein got some inspiration for that
novel looking at this cover. The later
covers not matching the story at all
are pretty strange, as if the publishers
had no integrity about how their
editions were to look. It might call
the contents into question. I know
I’ve seen one edition of The Puppet
Masters which started differently
from the original book. The opening
line was “For me it started” and the
narrator is lying in a hospital
receiving radio messages from his
implants; Hq wants him back on the
job pretty soon. The actual novel
started with three disguised security
agents investigating reports of a
flying saucer, and I was happy to see
this recollected in the film.
It was pleasant to see your
mention of the Shedd Aquarium. I
have nice memories of taking a field
trip to this when I was in grade
school.
-John Thiel

Mock Section
This year’s mock section takes the form of reviews of science fiction novels written, or rather not written, by some
of the literary geniuses of the 1920s and 30s. Reading these will make you wish you lived in a world in which
Hemingway and Fitzgerald had a less literal frame on mind.
Agatha Christie’s Murder at the Vicarage

James Joyce’s Finnegan’s Wake

Reviewed by Steven Pitluk

Reviewed by Paul Kincaid

Agatha Christie gives her Miss Marple her first
full length novel with Murder at the Vicarage and at
the same time introduces a very new style.
The novel opens with the grisly murder of
Colonel Lucius Protheroe, the most despised man in
St. Mary Mead, ostensibly a quaint, sleepy village
southeast of London. Jane Marple, an elderly woman
who lives in the village begins to investigate the
murder and discovers that beneath its sleepy exterior,
St. Mary Mead is a roiling hotbed of activity, none of
which, in the end, has anything to do with
Protheroe’s death.
As Marple uncovers Protheroe’s wife’s infidelity,
the Vicar’s drinking, and true identity of Bill Archer,
the reader is fed a steady diet of red herrings, giving
each character motive and opportunity to have killed
Protheroe. Nevertheless, for all the absurdity of the
actual killer, Christie has successfully planted fairly
obvious clues throughout the novel, often in plain
sight, with the realization that the reader would
assume a more mundane culprit. These clues, mean
than when the alien presence is finally revealed, it is
less a surprise than a moment of clarity and the
reader can not fault Christie for taking such a strange
track.
Christie’s aliens, the Menoptera take on the
appearance of four foot long wasps. They exhibit a
sort of communal intelligence, which allows them to
know things that any individual Menoptera has
discovered. This helps them in eluding discovery,
both as an alien force and as the murderers of
Protheroe. The final third of the novel, after Marple
has anointed the Menoptera as the killers, deals with
the village banding together to eradicate the threat.
This first novel length Miss Marple mystery is
such a radical departure from Christie’s normal
writing that it will be interesting to see if she
continues in this vein or abandons the Marple
character in favor of her more traditional Tommy and
Tuppence or Superintendent Battle.

ver since Mae West saw a model of the
Science Fiction Achievement Award and
declared “That looks just like my Uncle
Hugo,” the Hugo Awards (as they quickly became
known) have been associated with the more salacious
side of science fiction. Which means that some of
what we might call the more elevated works of the
genre have tended to miss out. Nothing illustrates this
more than that great epic of science fiction,
Finnegan’s Wake, by James Joyce. This classic space
opera follows the story of Stephen Dedalus aboard
the spaceship Ulysses as he follows in the wake of
arch villain Buck Finnegan. Einsteinian Relativity, of
course, means that he can never catch Finnegan, and
Joyce reflects this by telling the story of just one day
aboard the Ulysses, a day that we must assume that
Dedalus is condemned to repeat endlessly. Despite
the fact that it was shamefully overlooked by the
Hugo voters, the place of Finnegan’s Wake in the
history of science fiction is clearly assured, not least
because of the profound influence it has had upon
later works. The most obvious example being
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s account of an alien
pleasure planet, One Day in the Life of Ivan
Denisovitch, which, presumably because of its
adherence to the phallic principles of Uncle Hugo,
did actually go on to win the award.

E

Ernest Hemingway’s The Spotter
Reviewed by Christopher J Garcia

T

he light reflected off the edge of the ship and
Miles thought he could hear laughing as he
took that first shot and a fine mist, possibly
green or yellow, flew from what was once the alien’s
head.”
Few writers are better able to write about the
landing of the great Alien Ship into the
Mediterranean in 1917 than a man who was there,
watching. Ernest Hemingway’s latest novel, The
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out-numbered, the singularity of Miles’ dogged
requirement to finish the job is Hemingway’s primary
focus, and he accomplishes bringing that across so
very well. While this work is not quite up to the
standard set by The Snows of Olympus Mons, it is
easily Hemingway’s finest novel of the last decade.

Spotter, is the story of an English soldier stationed on
Gibraltar, whose job is to spot, and then dispatch,
aliens from one of the smaller vessels that ended up
throughout the Mediterranean. Miles, only 21, is of a
lower class home, but is full of bravado after having
bedded a local nurse. Miles is considered the best
spotter in all of Gibraltar, and he has shot more than
50 of aliens as they emerged. At first, Miles simply
tried to finish them as closely to the ship as possible,
but later challenged himself by allowing them to
come closer and closer until he can actually lock eyes
with them.
“The Alien, skin grey and coarse as sunworn
leather, scrambled up the rocks, its limbs long and
fingers slim. The beast paused, twenty feet across the
gap, ten feet below Miles’ perch. He could see the
tended scars across its face and the bandage on its
arm, tied tightly, though the wound beneath still
seeped yellow into the fabric. It reared back as if to
jump, and Miles fired. It fell.”
While one can argue the merits of Hemingway’s
prose, it is impossible to say that this story, which
eventually takes Miles to the coast of Italy where the
Multinational forces make their final assault on the
Mothership, is anything but fascinating. The
descriptions of the Aliens are clean and thorough; the
descriptions of Miles marksmanship and/or ability to
bed Hospital staff are clear and true. Passages where
Hemingway gives us the sense of chaos that followed
the actual landing of the ship, and the final battle
against the Aliens in 1919. While Miles is the focus
of the novel, it is the Aliens, and Hemingway’s
obvious obsession with them, that play the most
significant role. The entire story is split between
Miles’ dispassionate shooting (and seductions) and
the Multinational Force leader’s hatred and fear of
the Aliens. The final confrontation, when more than
two thousand Aliens swarm from the Mothership, is
told in Hemingway’s sparest style, with his
characters proving themselves every bit the brave
masters of their domain as you would expect.
“They streamed out, Miles and Carl counted a set
of ten each before they began shooting. Only once
their set was cleared would they choose other targets,
again in groups of ten. After an hour and twenty sets
each put down did an Alien make it to the forward
men and pull them out from behind the fortifications.
Then another, and a group of three. While only one
human fell for every twenty Aliens finalized, the
losses were felt fiercely by the spotters and shooters.”
The attitude one takes towards the Aliens is not
significant, it is merely seeing them as anything other
than the reason to do a job, that defines every
character in the book. While Miles and Carl perform
something of a buddy picture in the closing pages of
the novel, holed up with limited ammo and vastly

F. Scott Fitzgerald’s As Large as the Moon
Reviewed by Paul Weimer

J

ohn Six Hamm, third son of the powerful Hamm
family, has a secret. In the thick asteroid belt
around Altair, between its lush third planet and
its dry, deserty fourth planet, there is an asteroid
that is a gigantic geode of emerald. Men would
die to possess it, and John has the singular problem of
knowing where it is, but not how to get it to a place
where he can profitably sell it. Now with his rivals
closing in, John will be forced to desperate choices to
keep his fortune. And those who seek to take it from
John are equally desperate. Will John’s quest to make
his name with the Jewel only ruin him in the eyes of
Daphne Four Bington, his secret love? Or worse?
Originally published under the title A Jewel as
Large as the Moon, this is Fitzgerald’s first serious
novel length entry into Science Fiction. It’s no
surprise that the author of Jazz age novels like The
Great Gatsby would concern himself with similar
subject matter in his science fiction.
Given the time period it was written in, Fitzgerald
seems extremely ahead of his time in not focusing on
the science fiction, but instead on what his characters
in this far future environment do, how they feel and
the heavy use of symbolism. Aside from a passing
reference to the Zebulon drive (as in the scene when
Hamm learns his space yacht is sabotaged), there is
no mention at all of the nuts and bolts of space travel
technology. I found it interesting that Fitzgerald did
focus heavily on the aesthetics of space craft, the
sleek lines, color schemes, ornamentation and
decoration. I suppose one can forgive him for
modeling space yachts after Jazz age cars in their
design lines.
Exploration of John and his compatriots inner
lives and conflicts, then, is where this novel shines.
John Hamm may at first glance superficially
resemble the characters in his more conventional
literature in personality and social status, but
Fitzgerald lets himself loosen his usual archetypes
with depicting the 56th century Altair solar system
inhabitants like Hamm, Daphne, and Niles One
Twohy. Even through the lens of first person
narrative of John’s story, they, and Hamm’s rivals, all
come off quite well rounded.
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The writing is what you expect out of a Fitzgerald
novel. Long, twisty sentences littered with commas
and semicolons, often ending at a point far removed
from the original. When the novel turns to action,
especially at the climax, the words just sing. I’m
disappointed more early SF writers didn’t take a page
from his techniques. I’m somewhat surprised that
Fitzgerald did not write much more science fiction
after so successfully marrying his exploration of the
inner life of characters with the wide open canvas of
the Altair system, but I think that this stands as one of
his stronger works, period.

story plays against type for Parker, nearly crossing
into sentimentality as she describes mankind’s first
attempt to launch a man into space. When the rocket
lands in St. Louis, destroying much of the city, the
technology is confiscated by the government and
turned to militaristic purposes in the Great War of
1940, which Parker saw being started by a German
invasion of France.
By the end of The Constant Reader and Writer,
the amount of self-congratulatory snark reaches
almost unbearable levels, made tolerable only by
Parker’s writing ability and her natural wit.

Dorothy Parker’s The Constant Reader and Writer

Dashiell Hammett’s The Neptunian Skyhawk

Reviewed by Robert L. Rede

Reviewed by E. Wellington Smith-Snythe III & Mike
Resnick.

T

I

his eclectic collection of short stories and
reviews by Dorothy Parker perfectly captures
the authors acerbic wit. The thirty reviews
which open the volume demonstrate Parker’s
complete lack of sentimentality. The reviews
run the gamut of science fiction, fantasy, and horror
from the period, starting with Edgar Rice
Burroughs’s 1927 novel The Master Mind of Mars
and running through Murray Leinster’s 1933 serial
The Earth Shaker.
Once Parker has established, through her
insightful reviews, what science fiction should and
should not be, she proceeds to apply those standards
to her own writing, with a baker’s dozen stories that
she published from 1930 through 1935. Each of these
tales tends to target an author, political fad, or type of
story and rip it mercilessly with the sarcastic wit that
only Parker could employ.
“A Failure in Every Pot” takes clear aim at both
Hugo Gernsback and the policies of President
Herbert Hoover as Parker describes the feted inventor
Guillaume Déifferdeng, whose every invention fails
miserably, yet still enhances the inventor’s
reputation.
Parker’s wit knows no bounds and she also
includes “The Nights of the Table Round,” a thinly
veiled fantasy based on the Algonquin Round Table,
with Alexander Woollcott placed in the King Arthur
role and Parker herself taking on the role of an
iconoclastic Morgan le Fay. At the time the story was
published, it created a minor scandal in the clear
basis of Harpo Marx as Woollcott’s Guinevere,
although Parker stated at the time that there was no
undercurrent of homosexuality in their relationship.
Perhaps the most famous story in The Constant
Reader and Writer is her prescient story “Higher
Than Eagles,” written after she was invited to witness
one of Robert H. Goddard’s rocket launches. This

really don’t know quite how to start this review.
This is Hammett’s first book, I know he worked
hard on it, and there’s always a chance he’ll
continue to grow—and he can’t grow out of this
“scientifiction” phase soon enough.
It’s as if he took all the rules of space opera and
decided to see how many he could break.
For example, and this is almost impossible to
fathom, he wrote this epic 70,000-word adventure,
and nobody dies! His primarily villain is too fat even
to go half a dozen pages of a knock-down drag-out
fistfight with the hero.
That’s bad enough…but the secondary villain is
an effete, undersize, gardenia-scented…well, I won’t
even say. But someday this field it going to be taken
over by right-thinking Politically Correct fans, and if
Hammett is still alive when that happens I don’t envy
the fate that’s in store for him.
But that’s not all. There are two women, the
hero’s sidekick and his client (who turns out to be
much more than that), and—get this—neither of them
have their clothes ripped off by Neptunian B.E.M.s.
Now I ask you: when is the last time you saw such
misleading cover art in this sophisticated day and
age?
And the object of the exercise, the much-coveted
Mauve Bird? After 70,000 words, we find out that
it’s worth less than the cost of the book! I’ve never
felt so cheated in my life! (Well, not since the title
character in Tommy Wolfe’s Look Homeward, Angel
turned out not to be Mae West after all.)
Style is another problem. Hammett’s characters,
human and alien alike, speak in simple,
straightforward, unadorned prose. Does the man
think adjectives and adverbs were created just for
charades and trivia games? What has he got against
enhancing the language? His only possibility of
climbing down off the artistic cross his prose nails
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its origination to the flights of fantasy of Mr.
Burroughs. The Martian world is ruled by a queen,
played by the indefatigable Margaret Dumont as a
wonderful sendup of Grace Coolidge, outgoing
without being bombastic, in counterpoint to her shy
and retiring husband, portrayed by Zeppo Marx.
The remaining Marx Brothers fill out the roles as
Martian Prime Minster (Groucho Marx), a tinkerer
assigned to fix their spaceship (Chico Marx), and a
valet assigned to the party of humans (Harpo Marx).
The plot, such as it exists, does so mostly for the trio,
and occasionally their brother, to hang their own
form of zany antic on.
Mr. Kaufman’s dialogue is fast paced and is
witty, but is akin to eating an angel food cake. It is
appealing, but in the end it lacks any real substance
and the play attendee comes out of the theatre
entertained, but wishing there was something more.
When Mr. Kaufman does attempt to include elements
of social satire, they come across as heavy handed
and fall flat.
That something more is provided by Mr. Berlin’s
music and lyrics. While Mr. Kaufman provided at
least some of the lyrics for The Cocoanuts, Mr. Berli
cleverly stipulated that he had sole right to write
lyrics and music for this new endeavor. The result is
a much stronger score with songs one can hum upon
leaving the theatre, even when they are mangled by
Mssrs Marx in their uneven and accented English
(Bronx accent for Mssrs. Groucho and Zeppo, faux
Italian for Mr. Chico).
The show stopper may occur when Mabel
Withee, playing Physbina, Mrs. Dumont’s daughter,
belts out Mr. Berlin’s original song “Red Skies,” to
open the second act. A spin off Mr. Berlin’s own
“Blue Skies,” published last year, it offers both a
sentimentality and a wish for a shining future as
Physbina sings of her desire to marry Wally Winston.
Winston appears and joins Physbina for a duet of
“Together We Two,” which Mr. Berlin uses as a
motif throughout the second act, concluding with the
company singing it as Physbina and Winston depart
Mars aboard the spacecraft, ostensibly repaired by
Mr. Chico.
A Night on Mars reverses the pattern of the
previous Marx Brothers play in that the music is
more memorable than the dialogue. Mr. Kaufman’s
attempt at social commentary falls flat in the mouths
of the brothers whose anarchic motion serves as its
own form of social commentary and overshadows the
dialogue. If anyone remembers this play in ten years,
it will be for Mr. Berlin’s score which appear
destined to become classics.

him to is that this Hemingway guy has swiped his
style and is now claiming he created it. If enough
critics believe him, and Hammett can start describing
a full, heaving bosom in sixty words instead of six,
his career may survive another book.
But if nothing changes, I sure as hell doubt we’ll
be hearing from him again.
(My wife, on the other hand, loved the book, and
actually bought and sent him a small statue of The
Neptunian Skyhawk…but not before I scribbled a
critical opinion on the base for wasting a night of my
valuable time: BASTARD. She spotted it while
wrapping, couldn’t erase it—thank goodness for
indelible ink—and broke off the two ends of the base
so it just reads ASTA. What a waste! What can you
possibly do with a word like Asta?)
George S. Kaufman & Irving Berlin’s A Night on
Mars. “Directed” by Oscar Eagle. Starring The
Four Marx Brothers and Margaret Dumont.
Reviewed by Steven H Silver

W

hen the curtain went up at the Lyric
Theatre on May 30, 1927, audiences will
know exactly what to expect if they had
visited that same theatre a year earlier. A Night on
Mars is the Four Marx Brothers’ follow-up to their
show The Cocoanuts, written by the same team of
George S. Kaufman and Irving Berlin.
Although it is easy to believe that none of Mr.
Kaufman’s words made it to the stage, a comparison
of the madcap antics of the Brothers with a script
provided by Mr. Kaufman demonstrate an almost
preternatural reliance on Mr. Kaufman’s written
words, although Mr. Kaufman did incorporate a few
areas where his stars could ad lib and his lines for
Harpo, the mute, usually are simply “Harpo does
something.”
Those who are familiar with the brother’s
previous outing may be surprised to see that Mr.
Berlin signed on to do another show. He famously
stated after The Cocoanuts debuted that he had no
idea what was happening and expressed surprise
upon recognizing a piece of music he wrote on
opening night, claiming that the Mssrs. Marxes,
Kaufman, and Eagle had thrown out his entire
contribution. In fact, they only jettisoned a sappy
song called “Always,” which has since been recorded
by Henry Burr.
Mr. Kaufman’s plot begins with Wally Winston
(portrayed by Milton Watson) leading a group of
explorers to Mars. Upon crashing on the alien planet,
they discover a civilization which owes some part of
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You know you received this for a reason…The question is…WHY?

_____ 42!
_____ Pretože fanzines sú dobré využitie vášho času.
_____ It was programmed to automatically download onto your electronic reading
device.

_____ It is a subtle reminder for you to submit something to me for the next issue.

_____ This is not the ‘zine you’re looking for.

_____ You realized that 42! isn’t the answer to the ultimate question of life, the
universe and everything, but rather 1.4050061e+51

_____ You sent me a ‘zine at some point in the past.

Don’t forget to LoC!

Argentus
707 Sapling Lane
Deerfield, IL 60015-3969

_____ You most likely contributed something that may, or may not, be inside.

